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 The traditional North American elementary classroom is dominated by traditional 
passive furniture. With the continual use of the traditional typologies of desks and chairs, 
the classroom furniture fails to challenge the student’s development and engage the 
imagination of the users. As research shows that children learn most through movement, 
emotions, and exploration, the passive furniture hinders a well-rounded learning 
experience. 
  In this study, the approach for designing new furniture that fosters a sense of 
creativity, independence, and active learning is not only guided by the researcher’s 
experiences, but also involves insight from elementary students and teachers. This thesis 
investigation used a participatory approach to enable the examination of the current 
activities and interactions occurring within the first and second grade classroom. Using 
the characteristics of middle childhood, the third teacher theory, and affordance, the 
researcher developed a line of furniture for active learning that enables the students to 
shape their learning environment and experience. The resulting classroom furniture 
provides for intimate interactions, physical activity, social development, and personal 
customization. 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Designing a product is designing a relationship.- Steve Rogers 
 
As a designer and a student, I respect and understand how the environment can 
shape the learning experience. I feel a need to examine the educational environments 
used today especially with the continual interest in designing developmentally-nourishing 
spaces. With an understanding of the benefits of user-based design, I recognize the 
importance of identifying a specific user’s needs while seeking their input. This 
knowledge of the user and their insights can be attained through direct participation. 
The focus of this research is to develop a new type of furniture for use in the early 
elementary classroom that allows for divergent forms of child/object interaction. The 
design of the learning environment has been continually under-valued with its potential 
positive effect on occupants (Knirk, 1979; Wannarka & Ruhl, 2008). In the early 
elementary classroom, specifically first and second grade, the students focus on 
developing reading, writing, and math skills as well as the enhancement of cognition and 
socialization skills within a developmental period known as middle childhood 
(Gestwicki, 1999; Kellert, 2005). Formal education begins in first and second grade, 
making these years important for establishing basic learning habits. 
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While children are being introduced to new topics in the first and second grade, 
they also are beginning to develop learning styles that are not only unique to each student 
but also for each task. Periods of educational reform have marked the emergence of 
exceptional educational philosophies that embrace the different ways in which children 
learn, examined by individuals such as Dewey, Steiner, and Montessori (Lim, 2004; 
Burke & Grosvenor, 2008). Their ideas, although with some overlap, vary greatly in 
regard to approaches to learning mirroring the variety of learning styles and thinking 
styles present in young learners.  
Differences occur within structures of first and second grade academic programs 
in areas such as teaching styles and methods, learning styles, school organization, 
subjects, and academic policies. Despite these differences, the classroom furnishings used 
continue to fall within the same general typologies. These general typologies can be 
defined as a combination of a chair and desk, and a chair and table, along with the kidney 
bean table, and study centers. Through exploration and attention to the different learning 
styles, the classroom as educator, and child development, in conjunction with design 
development, a more appropriate typological response can be created.  
 Participation by children is a vital aspect in designing child-responsive 
environments and objects. This process is effective when conducted in a planned and 
attentive manner (Burke, 2007). Participatory design is used to better inform user-based 
design research and, more specifically, child-based design research. Carefully 
incorporating participation with children along with the in-depth observation of children 
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in educational environments provides the information necessary to better design 
classroom furniture to benefit a student’s cognitive and physical development. 
Purpose of the Study 
In evaluating the current discourse surrounding elementary classroom and 
furniture design, there is a clear need to develop spaces and products that can be used to 
create a more active learning environment to foster cultures of independent thinkers and 
moments of interactive learning (Salmon, 2008; Strong-Wilson & Ellis, 2007). In 
recognizing the variety of learning styles and the imaginative capacity of children, more 
flexibility in furnishings may benefit all types of learners in the classroom. By treating 
the classroom and objects as a Third Teacher, the furnishings can be used to further 
develop language and divergent thinking, in addition to physical development and social 
development (Tarr, 2001). Through adopting a participatory design approach to develop a 
new type of classroom furniture, there are greater opportunities to build a body of 
knowledge around product design and user-based design involving the childhood 
experience in the school setting. This knowledge, along with process, contributes to the 
creation of more viable options for providing children with interactive learning 
environments. The process documentation produced through this investigation will 
extend the understanding of how interior product designers should design for and, more 
importantly, with children. 
Justification of the Study 
There is today a clear trend in classroom design towards utilization of passive 
learning environments (Kowaltoski, Fihlo, Labaki, Pina, & Bernardi, 2004; McGrath-
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Speaker, 2001; Burke et al., 2008). Despite the efforts of educational reformers, 
classroom furniture has remained within a historically-determined typology. Passive 
environments send the message that learning occurs best in a structured, forward facing 
manner rather than through independent exploration and through interactions with the 
environment. The furniture available for classroom environments is designed to manage 
and support the rigid upright posture rather than the support of cognitive development or 
divergent thinking (Burke et al., 2008; Panagiotopoulou, Christoulas, Papankolaou, & 
Mandroukas, 2004). 
Beginning with the first public schoolhouses, school design has been limited to a 
passive nature (Burke et al., 2008). Efforts to experiment with the design of objects used 
in the classroom were undertaken by Modernists such as Kramer in the 1920s, continuing 
with Prouve, Lindau, and Lindekrantz, and more recently with Berthier (Burke et al., 
2008). These experimentations led to new designs; however, all remained within already 
existing types of current school furniture, experimenting largely with materials and 
ergonomics rather than function and affordances (see Figure 1.1, Figure 1.2, & Figure 
1.3).  
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Figure 1.1. Plywood School Chairs in Frisco Kramer Style. Adapted from Vintage School Chairs by 
Vintage Furniture & Design Studio. Retrieved from http://www.fuseinteriors.ie/blog/vintage-school-chairs. 
 
 
Figure 1.2. School Desk by Jean Prouve. Adapted from School desk | Wright by Architonic. Retrieved 
from http://www.architonic.com/dcsht/school-desk-wright/4107044. 
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Figure 1.3. Berthier Desk. Adapted from Ozoo, Par Le Maître De Plastic Kids Furniture, Marc Berthier by 
Allen (2010). Retrieved from 
http://daddytypes.com/2010/10/20/ozoo_par_le_maitre_de_plastic_kids_furniture_marc_berthier.php 
 
The dominance of passive classroom furniture types echoes the dominance of 
passive learning environments in typical North American classrooms. The assumption 
behind the existence of passive furniture and the typical row arrangements is that children 
learn and behave best in this forward facing scenario (Knirk, 1979, see Figure 1.4). 
 
   
Figure 1.4. Passive Classroom Arrangement 
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However, the discourse surrounding education and learning supports the theory that 
students are naturally predisposed to different learning styles and not all learn effortlessly 
through formal, teacher-directed instruction (Fleming & Mills, 1992). Many students 
struggle with sitting for long periods of time to receive verbal instruction from a teacher 
(Gestwicki, 1999). Through the introduction of flexible classroom furniture, students may 
acquire an understanding of how environments can modify behaviors. Through this 
practice, students can be given the opportunities to modify their individual behavior and 
to take a more active role in their own education. 
Imaginative Thinking 
  Vygotsky’s theory of imaginative thinking involves the combination of two 
cognitive behaviors: past experiences and imagination (Eckhoff & Urbach, 2008). In one 
study illustrating Vygotsky’s Law pertaining to creating products, it was demonstrated 
that children had the ability to imagine products and create them in their minds. This 
study further emphasized the imaginative abilities of children through participatory 
methods and through the produced object(s), which ultimately enables the imaginative 
process of children to be interpreted and expressed through learning, creating, and 
socializing. 
Third Teacher 
The “Third Teacher” philosophy, developed in the village of Reggio Emilia, 
advocates viewing the built environment as an active educator (Tarr, 2001). The 
classroom is used as a learning tool and seen as a unique environment that engages the 
child and supports such activities as language development and cognitive thinking. 
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As such, the schools’ curriculum and environment involves a cycle of design, 
documentation, and discourse (Strong-Wilson & Ellis, 2007). The emphasis is on the 
process of education and opportunities to learn rather than the finalization of a product. 
 This ability to learn from and with the environment requires an emotional and 
physical connection between student and their surroundings (Eckhoff & Urbach, 2008). 
The early years are the most valuable for the development of aesthetic appreciations due 
to the utilization of senses during the processes of exploration and meaning-making (Lim, 
2004). With the use of multiple senses children undertake the processes of assigning 
value or associations to things and experiences that influence their individual ‘ways of 
knowing.’ Accordingly, learning takes place when there is a relationship between the 
body and movement, or in other words when the body is in movement. Thus, through 
allowing movement in the classroom, there are greater opportunities presented for 
aesthetic and sensual learning, along with cognitive, physical, and social experiences.  
Affordance 
 The stimulation of a child’s emotions and creativity is heavily influenced by the 
efforts and actions of adults (Chak, 2002). Adults, commonly recognized as the 
gatekeepers to children’s worlds, are responsible for assisting or hindering a child’s 
curiosity. Through developing an understanding of affordances, designers can provide 
children with environments and products that challenge their abilities and provide risks 
that advance the child’s development (Gibson, 1979; Kytta, 2006). There is a delicate 
balance between mundane and confusing design that must be reached within these 
environments and products. By understanding children’s abilities, designers can move 
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away from relying purely on traditional typologies and can explore their capabilities and 
affordances presenting the user with occasions to dictate the function of an object that 
was not created to instill the form or purpose of typical furniture (Carreau & Pelletier, 
2004). The decisions in designing then are based on the abilities, creativities, and past 
experiences of a child and are dependent on perceived affordances in the form and 
surfaces of the object. 
Participatory Design 
 To further understand how children perceive environments, researchers and 
designers utilize participatory design processes in designing children’s environments and 
furniture (Burke, 2007; Penrose, Thomas, & Greed, 2001). Students have insights to offer 
from their experiences that can be presented during a participatory research process, 
leading to the discovery of what matters to those children in their everyday interactions 
(Burke, 2007). Students have been exposed to participatory design through three main 
types of participation methods including: 1) participation in planning, 2) giving advice, 
and 3) free expression (Rossi & Baraldi, 2009). These methods can be manifested 
through one activity or a series of activities such as art projects and group discussions. 
Using the three main types, valuable data is collected that identifies children’s voices and 
characterizes their thoughts. The environments and products designed through 
participatory efforts respond to the needs recognized by the users rather than simply 
depending on personal experiences of the designer that may stem from stereotypical 
assumptions or misrepresented information (Charmorro-Koc, Popoviv, & Emmison, 
2009). 
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 Using a participatory approach the children that participated in this study took on 
the role of subject rather than object (Christensen & James, 2000). The intention of this 
study was not to construct a final design solution but to consider how the design process 
for school furniture should be and in doing so propose one potential design using that 
process (Hayes & Oppenheim, 1997).  The attributes of participatory design research 
enable the researcher to both document and respond to the experiences of the participants 
in order to apply the information obtained to the creation of an appropriate design 
response. 
Research Questions 
The primary research question for the study was: What new types of furniture can 
be developed for the early elementary classroom to support active learning? In order to 
address this question, the researcher first examined the following sub questions: 
1. What are the physical relationships between the students and the existing 
classroom furniture? 
2.  How does a user-based design approach affect the process and outcome of 
designing classroom furniture?  
3. What does participation from the user group offer the design process? 
4. What elements of the design of classroom furniture are viewed as most important 
by stakeholders? 
5. What aesthetic and functional elements can be adopted to create a new type of 
furniture that allows for active interactions? 
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Research Procedures as Objectives for the Study 
 The procedures of the study as objectives were to: 
1. Conduct a critical review of literature on the educational environment and its 
effects on learning and behavior, child development and child needs, and the 
process of designing with children as an appropriate framework for the study. 
2. Conduct a critical review of methodologies as part of the development of an 
appropriate research strategy for this study.  
3. Work with participants to implement the research using case studies, semi-
participant observation, validation discussions, and behavioral mapping. 
4. Document the case study classrooms using photo ethnography, written 
observations, sketches, and inventory studies. 
5. Analyze the information collected from the case studies. 
6. Conduct the drawing activities. Work with participants to examine and interpret 
the drawings created in the drawing activities in relation to the purpose of this 
study. 
7. Conduct a design process synthesizing the collected information and design a 
series of products in response. Incorporate the assistance of undergraduate 
student, Laura Snoderly. 
8. Critique furniture produced during the design process and revise final prototypes. 
9. Conduct final analysis of results. Write final documentation.  
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Assumptions and Limitations 
This study focused on the classrooms and participation from first and second 
grade at a Guilford County School in Greensboro, NC. Utilizing a mix of quantitative, 
qualitative, and creative methodologies, participants were given the opportunity to 
express their ideas and individual interpretations during the preliminary drawing 
activities and discussions, along with product presentations. The result of this study are 
not intended for generalization but rather to gather a collect of experiences and 
interpretations of the interactions between participants and the first and second grade 
classroom environment and use that information to develop new types of furnishings for 
the classroom. It can be assumed, however, that there will be implications for other 
classrooms and like environments, along with applications for participatory design 
processes. 
Summary 
This study provided a framework to explore the interactions and experiences that 
occur within the first and second grade classrooms by students to answer the question: 
The primary research question for the study was: What new types of furniture can be 
developed for the early elementary classroom to support active learning?  
Definitions 
Typology – a classification of products according to shared characteristics 
Learning Environment –Built environments specifically for learning and educational 
purposes 
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School Stakeholders – Those who have an immediate and direct relationship with the 
learning environment, particularly students and teachers 
Third Teacher – Philosophy developed in the Reggio Emilia Schools to treat the 
environment as the third actor in education, equal in importance to the teacher and 
student 
Participatory Design – A design approach that involves the end-user being involved in 
the research and design process 
User-Based Design – A design approach that considers the experiences, values, and 
abilities of the end user and is not solely driven by the designer’s experiences 
Visual Voices – The language and interpretations of a user in relation to their visual and 
tangible surroundings (Burke, 2007) 
Affordance – the visual perceptions an individual makes based on their physical abilities, 
past experiences, and cognitive understandings about what an environment or object will 
allow them to do 
Despecialization – the process of creating an object that is read as surfaces and a form 
that the user determines the purpose of based on their individual perceived affordances 
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CHAPTER II  
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
  
 
The Way Learning Looks 
Both education and design concern the practice of envisioning the future. While 
design allows for the prediction and anticipation of human interactions with an object, 
space, or product, the discipline of education requires the prediction of the future thinking 
practices for which children are educated (Robinson, 2006). Beginning with the first 
public schoolhouses, the majority of school environments and, consequently, furnishings 
found within were limited to passive configurations and construction (Burke & 
Grosvenor, 2008). It was during the mid-century modernist movement that the focus of 
school design shifted “from monumental to functional design,” demonstrating the 
transition “towards recognizing the scale at which children operate” (Burke et al. 2008, p. 
19). Designers, architects, and educational reformers began to examine the school 
environment to determine where improvements could be made, studying closely the 
mechanisms by which children think, learn, and develop. 
Passive and Active Learning 
A profusion of theories concern the distinct practices by which children in first 
and second grade classrooms learn new ideas or deepen their understanding of those they 
have already acquired. How children learn is often more important than the specific 
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information that children are learning especially in regards to the design of the 
educational environment (Sternberg, 2003; Stokols & Krovets, 1977). During the early 
years of education the habits of learning are established and children develop their ability 
to recognize the types of environments where learning takes place and how learning 
looks. These physical associations with environments for learning instill a lasting 
relationship between the process of learning, learning activities, and student positions.  
Learning activities presented in an elementary classroom may be characterized as 
either passive or active, although in some cases both activities exist (Knirk, 1979). 
Passive activities are those directed by a teacher, wherein the teacher “selects, organizes, 
and transmits instructional stimuli to a receptive but relatively physically inactive student 
[audience]” echoing an unresponsive surrounding environment (p. 15). The original trend 
of passive learning, which monopolized the traditional North American elementary 
school, influenced the educational consumer demand for traditional, static furniture and 
fixed layouts for a classroom which continue to populate the furniture available. On the 
other hand, active learning activities are those used to help students to learn and 
understand by doing and participating involving high levels of independent movement 
(Knirk, 1979).  In comparing active learning and passive learning, the difference is in the 
higher number of learning sources and opportunities for socialization and interaction in 
an active learning environment from teachers, classmates, and the environment (see 
Figure 2.1). Through exploring and investigating the benefits of active learning, 
educational reformists have continually advocated this type of education; however, this 
form of learning is still hindered by the continued dominance of passive classroom 
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environments, available educational furniture, and the standardization of teaching and 
learning requirements (Burke et al., 2008). 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Active and Passive Learning Models  
 
 
In the discourse surrounding a shift from passive to active learning in early 
elementary classrooms, a distinction is observed in the difference between accepted adult 
learning methods and child learning styles. These differences are characterized by 
variances in basic language development, emotional development, aesthetics, and 
cognitive development, along with physical development and social development 
(Winick, 1974; Lim, 2004; Klevberg & Anderson, 2002). Children interact with the 
world and think about the world differently than adults and, for this reason, the approach 
to elementary furniture design should reflect this distinction. For example, language 
development in children is advanced through high levels of social interaction in the form 
of spoken and written words and, at the same time, physically building or working 
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together (Lim, 2004). Through large quantities of social interactions children develop 
linguistic sophistication and enhanced empathetic capabilities. This approach to active 
social learning manifests through both verbal socialization but also unspoken interactions 
associated with body movements and observations. The Vygotskian framework for social 
learning states that non-verbal learning consists of four factors: “personal experience to 
expand imagination, others stories to expand our imagination, the importance of 
emotional learning, and imagination in product creation” (Eckhoff & Urbach 2008, p. 
180). The impact of these factors has been demonstrated in the classroom through the 
practices of child story-telling and craft projects. Through these practices, primary 
patterns and themes demonstrate a circular process of imagination, in which a child’s 
reality causes the development of a product in the mind. These mental images are then 
expressed in physical form through a story or drawing and the idea thus becomes a reality 
which enables the process to continue through the inspiration of more ideas. Children’s 
learning in social and interactive situations can be stimulated by the demand for creativity 
and by organizing “their life and environment so that it leads to the need and ability to 
create” individually and in conjunction with the world and people around them (p. 184).  
Emotions in Learning 
In addition to the value of socialization in learning for children, Vygotsky 
recognized the power of creativity in enhancing learning in the classroom through the use 
of varying emotions (Lindqvist, 2003). With the introduction of emotions into the 
learning environment, there exists an occasion for multifarious levels of creativity and 
more opportunities for students to refine their cognitive skills and thought processes (See: 
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Lidqvist, 2009; Russ & Kaugars, 2000; Burke et al., 2008). When the learning 
environment is designed for emotional interactions such as delight, sensibility, warmth, 
and passion, students benefit from diverse connections with their senses and development 
of personal experiences.  The design of emotional environments engender “a renewed 
interest in physiology and neurology in relation to the learning process, which is reflected 
in an interest in designing learning environments that mirror…the ways that memory 
works, individual learning styles and the mechanism of brain function” (Burke et al. 
2008, p. 166). Environments that provoke an emotional response engage the senses of a 
child. Kellert (2005) described the maturation of emotional interaction and sophistication 
through a five stage process: 1) receiving, 2) responding, 3) valuing, 4) organization, and 
5) characterization by a value. Receiving begins with the senses through stimuli, which 
arouse a reaction. The act of valuing is then subjective and results in a personal 
organization and ultimately a definition is given and an association is developed with the 
experience. Although this process is discussed in relation to the outdoor environment, the 
process may be recognized in interior spaces in the relationships between a child and 
their environment, be it living or non-living. 
Aesthetics 
When introduced to environments that immediately incite a response, young 
students undergo aesthetic experiences through interactions with visual and physical 
stimuli.  Children differ from adults in their conceptions of aesthetics and creativity (Lim, 
2004). Rather than seeking aesthetic explorations in purely constructed environments, 
such as a museum where art has been isolated and classified as art, children identify and 
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feel fascination and wonder in everyday objects. Accordingly, children are more 
receptive to everyday aesthetics and wonderment neglected and bypassed by adults. 
Children are credited with the use of not five but twelve senses that enable them to 
explore their worlds (see Figure 2.2; Lim, 2007; Day, 2007). These senses relate to not 
only the basic cognitive senses identified by most adults but also their will and feelings 
(Day, 2007).  
 
 
Figure 2.2. Twelve Senses for Child Development 
 
 
 In providing educational environments that engage the senses, the decline of 
senses used later in learning is limited because they will have been habitually used in 
thought patterns established early in life (Lim, 2004). This incorporation of senses and 
aesthetic appreciation is vital in young children because “[a]fter the age of eleven the 
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‘creative power’ in most children ‘becomes dormant’ and the ‘power of appreciation’ 
becomes dependent on specialized teaching” (Grosvenor 2005, p. 517). 
Thinking and Learning Styles 
 When students are taught in ways that are natural and complimentary to their 
individual thinking processes they demonstrate higher achievement (Sternberg, 2003; 
Gestwicki, 1999). Numerous learning styles and theories of intelligence aid in 
understanding how children acquire the information that allows the creation of 
knowledge. Acknowledging these differences among students and understanding how 
differences in learning styles can be addressed may be manifested through positively 
modifying the learning environment to compliment various styles. Thinking in the 
classroom is broadly classified into two forms: convergent and divergent (see figure 2.3; 
Sternberg, 2003). The processes for convergent thinking are not the same as those used 
for divergent thinking. Convergent thinking is the generation of thoughts in relation to 
already established answers to previously asked questions. Convergent thinking is often 
associated with standardized testing wherein only one answer is correct. Divergent 
thinking offers the opportunity to develop new answers to new questions. Practicing 
divergent thinking in the classroom requires acknowledgement of existing knowledge, 
individual thinking styles, mixed personalities, personal motivations, and the 
environmental context (Sternberg, 2003). These components point to the concept that 
intelligence cannot be measured or even captured in a single context but instead is based 
on the individual and their context. When variables are introduced into education 
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assessments and thinking challenges, different thought processes and thinking strategies 
materialize through the concept of successful intelligence. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Diagram of Divergent and Convergent Thinking 
 
 
Just as thinking can be demonstrated differently, learners respond to information 
differently based on the presentation of that information (Fleming & Mills, 1992). 
Teachers often experience difficulty when matching their desired teaching style to a 
student’s learning style because of the diverse range of learning styles exiting in a single 
classroom during different activities. Shifting that burden of differentiation to the student 
both allows for that variation and empowers students to discover their own learning 
styles. Students can use that experience to take an active role in their education. This 
builds the skills necessary to become life-long learners, in other words, people who both 
value education outside of school and know how to engage in the processes of self-
teaching.  By challenging the misconception that the school culture benefits most when 
the environment is designed around standardization or a particular teaching method, the 
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focus can now shift to designs that enables teachers and students alike to shape their 
environments, behaviors, and perceptions of learning. 
Cultures of Thinking 
As teachers and constructors of the educational environment, adults have the 
responsibility of cultivating “a culture of thinking in young children [through] 
implementing thinking routines” (Salmon 2008, p. 457). Thinking routines are presented 
during visualization exercises to aid students in portraying and envisioning their own 
thought processes. This can be manifested through physical, oral, or mental form. An 
objective of these routines is to create “places in which a group’s collective, as well as 
individual, thinking is valued, visible, and actively promoted as part of the regular, day to 
day experience of all the group members” (p. 458). The aim of these exercises are for 
students to experience ownership of their thinking when it occurs in a visual or physical 
medium and patterns of learning are clearly presented to them. When exposed to the 
process of visualizing and considering their thinking, they begin to make deeper 
connections with their own thought processes that can manifest in multiple medium 
(Prosser, 2007).  
It is not only beneficial to partake in thinking routines in a single moment but 
equally important to instill a practice of greater effort in thought retention through the use 
of multiple senses during activities, this enables improved retention of information 
(Salmon, 2008). During the stage of Middle Childhood, ages 6 to 12, children gain a 
sense of empathy and others. Through engaging students to not only think about their 
own thought process but those of their peers, children’s cognition and comprehension can 
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be further improved and understood using a manipulation strategy theory (Glenberg, 
Brown & Levin, 2007). In children ages 6 to 8, manipulation leads to better memory due 
to the incorporation of multiple senses. An overwhelming difference is presented in 
memory retention during reading/manipulation activities and purely reading activities in 
favor of the manipulation activity wherein participants achieve higher memory retention. 
This idea of learning from doing, experimenting, and observing is exercised in the active 
learning approach while the passive learning approach remains fixed on the structured, 
convergent thinking method. This ability to see what other students are doing is 
prohibited in a passive arrangement with fixed surface heights and standard arrangements 
(see Figure 2.4), limiting learning opportunities that may stem from manipulation and 
observation.  
 
 
Figure 2.4. Field of View in a Passive Learning Environment 
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Shifting from a convergent to a divergent approach in education causes a shift in 
focus from a retrospective perspective to a prospective concept (Eckhoff et al., 2008; 
Lindqvist, 2003). While it is important to look to the past, the answers should be found in 
the future. By cultivating learning environments that support imaginative, progressive 
thinking, the next generation of thinkers adapts divergent, creative approaches. In 
discussing a divergent approach, art is an example that combines both creativity and 
aesthetics to foster imagination. The method of introducing art into the classroom has 
been achieved successfully when presented through a divergent approach by encouraging 
abstract thought and embracing subjective solutions rather than looking for one particular 
outcome (Winick, 1974). When the goal of education shifts from the production of a 
specific object, the pressure for perfection and restriction associated with convergent 
thinking is alleviated and the concept of working for a process rather than a specific 
product becomes the focus.  
Classroom and Behavior  
The classroom visually communicates with its users and occupants through scale 
and proportion creating either an inviting space or prohibitive environment (Knirk, 1979). 
A hard-surfaced, formal, mechanistic environment sends a message that the student is a 
passive agent and “[t]he environment thus becomes intimidating and destructive rather 
than encouraging and productive. Attitudes towards schooling often are different where 
the furniture is soft and the student is encouraged to actively promote his or her own 
schooling” (p. 22).  
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Hidden Curriculum 
The ability for the environment to shape behavior has been identified through the 
idea of the hidden curriculum in that “[t]eachers’ and pupils’ everyday behaviours shape 
and in turn are shaped by school culture which is manifested visually in the built 
environment as well as the patterned behaviors that constitute social structure” (Prosser 
2007, p. 16). This comes as no surprise given the long researched relationship between 
the built environment and human behavior. Among these factors, that contribute to the 
overall effectiveness of the classroom environment, are air quality, color, noise, density, 
and environmental awareness (Horne Martin, 2006). When appropriately addressed the 
classroom serves to “foster personal identity, encourage the development of competence, 
provide opportunities for growth, promote a sense of security and trust, and allow for 
both social interaction and privacy” (p. 92). The arrangement of the classroom has a 
monumental influence on children’s recognition of where and how learning takes place, 
in addition to socialization. When the learning environment is carefully planned and 
equipped with the proper furnishings, developmentally appropriate learning is supported. 
This is evident in elements such as lighting that can “affect a child’s behavior, cognitive 
performance, and visual fatigue” through reflectance, lighting levels, and distribution of 
lighting determining how a child perceives that space and the presented aesthetic qualities 
(p. 97). The effectiveness is also witnessed in material selection, relating to air quality, 
touch, and trust in their ability to identify their surroundings (Day, 2007). 
Regarding student and teacher performance within a learning environment, “two 
major interacting elements [exist] in a classroom that will either strengthen or limit the 
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environment’s contribution to education: architectural facility and arranged environment” 
(Horne Martin 2006, p. 93). Even though an educator’s influence over the architectural 
aspects of an educational facility may be minimal; the environmental arrangement is 
invariably established by the teacher. The classroom arrangement conveys signals 
regarding expected behaviors and relationships. In comparison to standardized testing, 
technology, and curriculum, the immediate environment has rarely been examined in 
order to recognize its role in misconduct or behavioral excellence of its student 
occupants. Simply turning furniture or re-directing pathways, creates opportunities for 
new patterns of learning and behavior. 
Through embracing the power that “spatial organization” may have over 
behavior, teachers may take advantage of the belief that a rooms “arrangement is more 
than a casual responsibility or a matter of aesthetics, because spatial organization 
influences so many behaviors” (p. 94). Through understanding the hidden curriculum 
displayed by the environment, objects within that environment, and the arrangement of 
those objects, educators and designers establish a set of signals that act to support or 
hinder learning, as well as, their roles in participation and leadership (Prosser, 2007; 
Knirk, 1979). Student participation level has been shown to be correlated to the location 
in which a student sits in a classroom, with students either at the front or middle of an 
arrangement of furniture taking on the leadership positions and being a more vocal 
participant within the classroom discussions (Knirk, 1979). By altering the arrangement 
periodically and permitting movement in the classroom, students in the class may realize 
a number of different roles and can explore their “participation patterns” (p. 128).  
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Modifying the Environment 
Studies have shown that minor changes to a classroom’s layout can produce 
predictable changes in student behavior (Weinstein, 1977). Spatial patterns of behavior 
were observed in the second and third grade classroom environment prior to the 
modification with acknowledgement of physical features such as absence of “windows, 
aesthetic quality, furniture arrangements and interior design” (p. 249). The results both 
supported and disproved the hypothesis in that some of the modifications resulted in the 
predicted behaviors while other discouraged involvement. This lack of involvement was 
witnessed in a private reading space that was created in the corner of the modified 
classroom with very few children using this area during the observations. The vacancies 
were speculated to be caused by the simple fact that the private space was too private and 
children did not want to be visually separated from the other members of the class. As a 
result, this study demonstrated that the physical and symbolic meanings of a classroom 
can be examined and changes can occur that do not disrupt the learning environment but 
rather improve it. The immediate environment that surrounds an individual can either 
encourage or hinder involvement. In a classroom this involvement or seclusion directly 
affects patterns of learning. The ability to make even minor changes in the environment 
can change patterns of learning and interactions affecting students’ development in 
socialization. 
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Environmental Awareness 
Not only is it viable to recognize the effects of classroom modification by an adult 
researcher or educator but also to encourage an emphasis on instilling the practice of 
environmental control in a student, more specifically a young student. Children may be 
entrusted with the understanding of how environments can be adaptable to suit a variety 
of their perceived needs. Equally important is the practice of educating children about 
their environment through Environmental Education (EE; Kowaltoski et al., 2004). 
Information and teaching methods have been aimed at educating children about the built 
environment and the comforts that an environment, specifically one in which learning 
takes place, can afford. An occupant may react to an uncomfortable environment in one 
of two ways: 1) environmental numbness or 2) environmental awareness. When reacting 
with environmental numbness an occupant exhibits indifference towards the objects and 
environment and in result “will rarely display an attitude to an unpleasant environment” 
(p. 20). This signifies a lack of understanding in environmental control, creating a passive 
environment in terms of comfort, interaction, and learning. On the other hand, when 
reacting with environmental awareness a user will display an “active perception” of their 
surroundings and engage with the environment (p. 20). When a user acts with 
environmental awareness a cooperative effort is expressed between that user and the 
environment through a non-verbal beneficial interaction. 
 In an effort to understand environmental awareness, the false understandings 
about ways to establish comfort can to be discredited by designers (Kowaltoski et al., 
2004). An investigation was conducted to test the child’s understanding of environmental 
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controls and determine truths and falsehoods. Through the use of a post occupancy study 
evaluation, a questionnaire, and a booklet, it was demonstrated that aspects of comfort 
levels and controls can be taught to students in the first and second grade. The teaching 
material illustrated a range of topics presented in the form of a take-home activity booklet 
(See Figure 2.5).  By establishing a relationship with the idea of environmental comfort, 
occupants can express themselves and, in the case of a child, can begin to not only 
understand their own comforts but establish the ability to notice the comforts of those in 
their surroundings. This acknowledgement of personal comfort and group comfort points 
to the notion that “[e]nvironmental comfort is important for social development” (p. 22).  
In review of the study, although focused on the environment, little information pertained 
to the furniture in the environment, which are the elements that a child-user would have 
the most control over in a situation occurring in the classroom and the most direct contact 
with. Through empowering children to modify the environment and understand how 
these modifications affect behavior, they are building the knowledge needed to seek 
active relationships with their surroundings and engaging in socialization through 
physical acts (Day, 2007).  
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Figure 2.5. Tools for Children to Understand Environmental Awareness. Adapted from “Teaching 
Children About Aspects of Comfort in the Built Environment,” by D. Kowaltoski, F. Borges Filho, L. 
Labaki, S. Pina, & N. Bernardi, 2004, The Journal of Environmental Education, 36, p. 28. Copyright 2004 
by Heldref Publications. 
 
 
Classroom Territory 
Just as the environment communicates with daily occupants, the design and items 
selected for that environment “reflects the user of the room and provides insights into 
how the occupant would like others to behave” while in their world (Prosser 2007, p. 17). 
Through the practice of marking their territory, both teachers and students protect and 
acknowledge their areas and belongings that are of private use. Through specific spatial 
arrangements and modifications of the space, the relationships and expectations of the 
users are displayed to those outsiders who may enter the classroom.  
Classrooms to Enhance Learning 
Interactive Environments 
Passive learning is the usual practice in the elementary classroom and the 
introduction of a more interactive and participatory environment has begun to enter the 
educational discourse surrounding school design (McGrath Speaker, 2001). The use of 
interactive exhibits found in children’s museums act as a precedent for elementary 
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classroom design. Environments that offer opportunities for interaction are those that do 
so in an effort to “provide children with concrete learning activities” through 
developmentally appropriate actions using a variety of presentation styles specifically 
focused around hands-on learning (p. 611). When using an interactive model, children 
learn through direct experience which enables the development of cognitive skills such as 
“interaction- inquiry, reasoning, information organization, and translation” (p. 613). 
Through the application of interactive exhibit theory guided by the cognitive skills, 
“environments that stimulate higher order thinking” are presented for children’s daily 
learning (p. 612).  
Third Teacher Philosophy 
Not only can classrooms be designed specifically to stimulate a child, they can 
also act as an educator. Under the Reggio Emilia philosophy the classroom environment 
is viewed as the Third Teacher (Tarr, 2001). The significance of this philosophy places an 
“emphasized role [on] the building, its interiors, textures, colours and dynamics, as ‘the 
third teacher’” (Burke et al., 2008, p. 119).The classroom environment offers a unique 
encounter to create “meaning and make sense of their world through living in complex 
rich environments” (Tarr 2001, p. 36; see Figure 2.6).The environment is developed as a 
studio where children are encouraged to create and even use real tools intended for use 
with wood (Day, 2007). 
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Figure 2.6. Environment of the Reggio Emilia School. Adapted from “Aesthetic Codes in Early Childhood 
Classrooms: What Art Educators Can Learn From Reggio Emilia” by P. Tarr, 2001, Art Education, 54, p. 
36. Copyright 2001 by National Art Education Association. 
 
 
Eight principles are distinguished to utilizing the environment as Third Teacher: 
“aesthetics, transparency, active learning, flexibility, collaboration, reciprocity, bringing 
the outdoors in, and relationships” (Strong-Wilson et al. 2007, p. 41). These principles, 
when used in designing for children, compliment the developmental expectations 
associated with children in the first and second grade. Transparency in the learning 
environment allows for the child to develop an awareness of those around them. Through 
transparency children are afforded a sense of security and comfort with knowing their 
surroundings (Day, 2007). This is presented through multiple senses and created through 
attention to scale, materials, and lines of sight. Flexibility can be achieved through a 
malleable environment both physically and mentally, limiting an overwhelming attention 
to structure. Infusing change in the classrooms demonstrates that the surroundings are 
flexible and forgiving. With any active environment, collaboration is formed between the 
occupants and with the environment. Reciprocity represents a give and take 
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understanding present when participating with the surroundings. Through bringing the 
outdoors in, such as with the discourse surrounding nature and child development, 
opportunities are presented for greater moments of learning through language 
development, meaning making, and value in living things (Kellert, 2005). These 
relationships present between occupants, the environment, and education work in 
harmony to allow for spontaneous patterns of learning. 
In examining the Reggio Emilia emphasis on process over product, there is 
constant focus on how things are done (Lim, 2004; Strong-Wilson et al., 2007). The 
Reggio Emilia School uses this technique to “focus on opportunities to learn, in addition 
to or even instead of learning outcomes” (Stuhlman & Pianta 2009, p. 324). This results 
in the use of the environment to capture and further highlight what they are learning as 
well as how they are learning and giving the students reign in creating their educational 
experience. 
Educational Philosophies 
Just as in Reggio Emilia, educational philosophers, such as Steiner, Dewey, and 
Montessori, understood the benefits of active learning practices for children and each 
engaged in educational reform by recognizing and prioritizing the needs of the child. The 
Waldorf educational philosophy, created by Steiner, focused on educating the whole 
child (Easton, 1997). By providing an active learning environment in which a child can 
develop their appreciation of aesthetics and spiritual understandings, a balance is struck 
between intellectual and artistic abilities. The Waldorf educational model constructs not 
only the curriculum but also the environment in keeping with child development, art and 
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academic experiences, and a collaborative effort between teaching styles and learning 
styles. 
Similarly to the Waldorf approach, the Montessori philosophy utilizes a holistic 
belief that emphasizes aesthetic elements while encouraging the educator to step back and 
observe, thus allowing the child to direct their own learning (Mooney, 2000). Montessori 
revolutionized the educational environment through the introduction of child-size 
furnishing to suit the scale of the students. This realization of the importance of the 
environment resulted from Montessori’s belief in the idea “that children learn language 
and other significant life skills, without conscious effort, from the environments where 
they spend their time” (p. 24). Organized and, more importantly, accessible environments 
therefore are shown to provide children with the platform to take responsibility for their 
own learning with movement and independence. 
Resulting from his focus on the infusion of movement into the classroom 
curriculum and environment, Dewey was a dominant pioneer in educational reform. 
Dewey theorized the importance of the child’s experience (Lim, 2004). Through his 
belief in the importance of a child’s experiences, the primacy of aesthetics in the 
classroom is recognized, particularly in quotidian situations. Four impulses are 
acknowledged in the child’s mental world: ‘communicative’, ‘constructive’, ‘expressive’, 
and ‘inquiry’ and when used by a child they become an active participant and explorer of 
their world (Lim 2004, p. 476). A child is ultimately a “doer before a knower” (p. 476). 
In understanding this explorative approach that children possess, Dewey embraced the 
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active learning method to education and development with the appreciation that children 
learn much about the world and themselves through movement and exploration. 
Although these philosophies are revolutionary their impacts were curtailed as a 
result of the furniture available. With context having such an impact in the success of 
education, an educational philosophy can only influence the momentary learning 
opportunity to such an extent. In Montessori’s search for suitable classroom furniture, she 
“carried out a vitriolic critique of the ubiquitous bench-table, suggesting that its use was 
an outward sign of pedagogic slavery” (Burke & Grosvenor 2008, p. 69). In her 
dissatisfaction with school furniture options, she resorted to making the materials used in 
the educational setting rather than purchase pre-made furnishings (Mooney, 2000). 
Furthermore, Dewey’s efforts to provide appropriate desks and chairs resulted in a 
compromise due to the simple fact that suppliers failed to create furniture for creative 
actions (Burke & Grosvenor 2008). These philosophers, in their quest for appropriate 
furnishings, understood the effects that the right surroundings and tools would have on a 
child’s education and overall behavior. 
Design and Context 
As the majority of “[c]hildren’s experiences are limited to the places they 
inhabit… [adults] must pay close attention to the design of their environments” (Strong-
Wilson & Ellis, p. 43). Adults, commonly recognized as the gatekeepers to children’s 
world, are responsible for facilitating or inhibiting a child’s curiosity through the design 
and construction of children’s built environments (Chak, 2002). With parents and 
teachers being the adults that most children interact with on a daily basis, their 
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relationship with a child and understanding of that child’s cognitive processes can set up 
either positive or negative interactions with the environment.  
Stimulation 
Adults are ultimately responsible for the design and resulting interactions that 
occur within a child’s world through designing and managing most environments that 
children occupy such as classroom, playgrounds, public spaces, and domestic spaces 
(Chak, 2002). Children can be stimulated by an environmental experience in a number of 
ways. The level of stimulation a child experiences in an environment can be categorized 
through the framework of the Lewin Field Theory, which is used to evaluate momentary 
interactions between child and surroundings. The theory stresses the effect of context and 
continual temporal changes always surrounding an individual and the ability to evaluate a 
child’s behavior based on their present attitude in comparison to the surrounding 
situation. 
Instinctively children will look at an object and ask themselves what they can do 
with it (Chak, 2002). Three situation types are identified in the Lewin’s Field Theory to 
evaluate a child’s response to the environment and surrounding objects including 1)  a 
positive stimulus situation in which the child finds the object stimulating and is able to 
grasp a product's ability through their own process of understanding, 2) a negative 
stimulus situation in which the child finds the object stimulating, although, after 
exploration the object appears to be beyond a child’s understanding and anxiety sets in, 
or 3) a non-stimulus situation in which the child is not stimulated and bored by the object. 
The objective is to render spaces and products that challenge a child-user in an 
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appropriate manner as to not over complicate the interaction yet provide a higher level of 
risk and interest that keeps a child’s focus. In order to accomplish this, children’s abilities 
must be carefully understood to avoid a negative stimulus in avoidance of anxiety, which 
is a “known psychological force which hinders exploration” (Chak 2002, p. 78). In an 
effort to “arouse curiosity” the use of novel, yet complex objects are important elements 
in the process and planning of a classroom environment (p. 78). In accordance with 
Lewin’s Field Theory, Day (2007) has proposed a process in which children engage with 
their environment through a progression of “trust, wonder, curiosity, control, and 
determination to change the world” (p. 18). A careful understanding of children’s abilities 
will assist with appropriately providing positive stimulus environments and objects. 
Affordances 
An understanding of children’s abilities can be attained through a familiarization 
with affordances. These are visual perceptions that a user makes based on “the different 
characteristics of the individual, such as his or her physical dimensions and abilities, 
social needs, and personal intentions” (Kytta 2006, p. 145). Once perceived, the practice 
of “actualized affordance” is put into play when a user engages in perceived activities 
with their surroundings successfully (p.145).  
The way in which a child perceives a specific environment can be hypothesized 
through the theory of affordance (Gibson, 1979). An object does not have to be classified 
by type in order to perceive what a user could do with it. Instead a user can imagine what 
the object can allow them to do (Gibson, 1979). For example, a chair can be characterized 
as sit-on-able, stand-on-able, or jump-off-able. Other elements come into play when a 
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user begins to analyze, through visual perception, what they can do with the chair. If is it 
a small chair in comparison to the child, it may be deemed lift-able or move-able. 
In describing how affordances can be classified in an environment, four types of 
child environments have been compared including 1) Bullerby, 2) wasteland, 3) cell, and 
4) glasshouse (Kytta, 2006). Bullerby models are those most stimulating and physically 
accessible. These positive models are present when a multitude of affordances are 
perceived and achieved by a child occupant at a range of developmental levels. The other 
three models limit the relationship between visual perceptions and physical abilities. The 
cell type is a negative model in which a child occupant is unable to form a positive 
relationship with their surrounding environment due to restrictive elements. The 
wasteland model represents those environments which are perceived as dull while the 
glasshouse model is one in which give the appearance of an environment full of rich 
affordance; however, due to physical or supervised restrictions these affordances are 
unachievable by the child occupant. The question is raised as to the possibility of 
planning for a higher number of child-related affordances through the incorporation of 
children in the planning of these environments due to the various differences perceived in 
affordances between children and adults. Many of these differences are the result of 
differences in body sizes, particularly with furniture proportions. 
The intentions of children are distinctly different than adults when using a space. 
Often children will use a space to explore and improve themselves (Day, 2007). In 
examining the differences between adult and child affordances, haptic and visual 
perceptions affect the differences in understandings and capabilities associated with 
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occupant’s surroundings (Klevberg & Anderson, 2002). Haptic perception is that which 
relates to the sense of touch. With children still learning about their bodies and physical 
abilities, children often overestimate their physical skills. A comparison study enforced 
this overestimation, which favors the physical development of a child by constantly 
challenging themselves to achieve perceived affordances.  
Playground as Precedence 
Traditional playground environments and natural outdoor playscapes have been 
settings for interpretations and comparisons of possible affordances offered in both man-
made and natural environments (Beate & Sandseter, 2009). A natural playscape was 
found to afford a greater amount of riskier play to the children than a traditional 
playground, although conclusively both environments offer a great deal of risky play. 
When considering affordance in designing for children, the designer must put themselves 
in the child’s point to view and begin to acknowledge how they would interpret surfaces 
and forms.  
Children themselves have defined the “[o]pportunities to move freely” as a mark 
of a high quality environment (Horne Martin 2006, p. 142). This desire to move freely is 
echoed in the child preference to “play everywhere but in the designated play ground 
spaces” (Frost as cited in Staempfi 2009, p. 269). With the initial function of the 
playground to act at the stepping stone to the “practice of self-restraint” and test for 
“educational success or failure”, the playground now functions to provide a limited 
amount of physical activity and play produced with overly detailed safety precautions 
(Burke et al. 2008, p. 38). Society has placed such an emphasis on safety in playground 
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design that children are not being properly challenged in terms of their development 
(Staempfi, 2009). The absence in providing environments and objects that further a 
child’s physical development is highlighted even further in interior environments, 
particularly the classroom. 
In contrast to traditional adult-constructed playgrounds, a growing trend in 
Europe involves the incorporation of spaces called adventure playgrounds into urban 
spaces (Staempfi, 2009). These environments are constructed for children and, more 
notably, by children. With the use of self structured play, children are challenged by their 
own creativity. It is important give children the needed structure but it is just an important 
to allow for their own creations and development of personal spaces (Day, 2007). The 
playground is a perfect example of an area with possible numerous affordances and with 
it mainly occupied by children rather than adults, students are “most likely to feel 
confident and empowered” in these spaces and able to test their abilities (Prosser 2007, p. 
19). The ability of the playground to adapt and change is necessary to constantly provide 
challenges but too often it is designed as a fixed passive structure, with the exception of 
elements such as swings or merry-go rounds. Through testing environmental limits, 
children learn about “the growing scale of their bodies and their emerging specialized 
skills” (Cosco 2007, p. 128). Playgrounds and other “[e]nvironments full of novel 
information and rich affordances should be considered as a developmental strength to 
accompany children’s growth and the extension of physical capacities” (p. 129).  
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Designing for Development 
Through recognizing the relationship that the environment can have with a 
student, we must also acknowledge the unique role children play in the classroom by 
understanding their specific developmental period. For example in middle childhood, 
specifically ages 6 to 8, there are a number of developmental dimensions that must be 
examined including physical, cognitive, affective, and social (Zembar & Blume, 2009). 
Through understanding the physical, constant growth of a child, designers can design 
furniture that reflect and accommodate this period of physical transition.  
 Similarly, providing furniture that is not merely a means of physical support but a 
challenge to their cognitive abilities should be reflected in the products that young 
students are surrounded with in their educational environments. Cognitive development 
in middle childhood focuses on “how children develop thought and problem-solving 
skills in direct interactions with the environment through the processes of assimilation 
and accommodation” (p. 188). Cognitive development for children age 6 to 8 is marked 
by a number of components including “increased short term capacity, faster processing 
speed, improved [attention and] focus, improved mnemonic strategies, increased 
knowledge base, greater automaticity, and greater metacognition” (p. 176).  Piaget 
classified this period of development as a period of concrete operations, where a child 
begins to use tangible logic to understand the world through classifications and 
causalities (Zembar et al., 2009). 
In addition, affective and social development can be supported through providing 
an environment that allows for individual expression, community building, and social 
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activities. Children develop their individual sense of self-worth and self competency 
during these years. Experiences designed to strengthen a child’s self image are 
characterized by immersion “in an activity, merging actions and awareness, focusing 
attention, lacking self-consciousness, and feeling in control of the environment and 
actions” (p. 246). Children also establish self-awareness through social practices such as 
observation by watching those around them to determine acceptable and practical 
behavior. A child’s understandings of social etiquette are consequently determined by 
patterns of “mutual, ongoing interactions between school-age children, their social 
environment, and their interpretations of their own and others’ behaviors” (p. 305). 
By the age of 5, children have the ability to control body movements and have the 
balance and agility to ascend and descend stairways without holding a railing (McGowan 
& Kruse, 2004). At age 7 and 8, it is regarded that most children gain control over 
challenging acts such as balancing and hopping. These periods represents the stage where 
children advance in motor, social, and cognitive development, which are often benefited 
by interaction with the environment. Children hone their physical abilities in activities 
such as balancing, running, jumping, and throwing while enhancing their fine motor 
skills (Zembar et al., 2009).  
The idea of complimenting a child’s developmental period in the design of 
educational facilities was pioneered by architect, Hans Scharoun, during the mid-century 
(Burke et al., 2008). His design philosophy for schools was based on developing a space 
using an informed design approach, highlighting an obvious and beneficial difference 
between classrooms as the child developed over the course of their education. His 
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designs, although purposeful in intent, were not particularly popular due to the “public 
demand for simpler and cheaper solutions, for rationalized and fixed types that would 
facilitate the series production for school building” meaning quantity over quality for 
educational design at the time (p. 127). Although lacking in immediate effect on 
educational design, Scharoun’s designs and philosophy were the results of 
developmentally appropriate choices in their learning experiences.  
Children’s Furniture 
 In the child’s designed world, the most intimate daily relationships occur with the 
furniture and everyday objects that children use, and as such, “[c]lassroom furniture and 
artefacts [are] shown to be potent carriers of meaning, communicating messages about 
notions and priorities with regard to the physical and psychological development of 
children” (Burke 2003, p. 136). Unfortunately, these intimate relationships between 
children and objects were “designed ‘to fulfil the needs of adults, and even satisfy the 
fantasies, of adults’ rather than addressing the notion of giving control to the child” 
(Burke 2003, p. 136).  
Furniture Typologies 
Furniture and objects in the traditional North American classroom fall into a 
limited number of categories, such as chairs and desks and tables. Designers have been 
criticized for relying too heavily on utilizing previous examples to solve problems and 
offer design solutions (Colguhoun, 1969). Objects are often designed and made through 
tradition, habit, and imitation based on the presumed needs of a society. Designers often 
assume that what worked before should work again and particularly in relation to the 
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classroom and its furniture, the nostalgic meaning and memories instilled in the 
traditional furniture are difficult to divert from. Although the creation of new meaning is 
what should be introduced at all time during design as the user needs and developmental 
changes occur. Colguhoun (1969) refuted the assumption that a fixed and immutable 
relationship exists between form and meaning, in that both the use and interpretations on 
the part of the individual user vary. This strict hold on traditional design has been 
responsible for the relatively small changes in classroom furniture over the years.  
Through utilizing a user-centered design approach to create new meaning and 
forms, successful designers have focused much attention on the needs of the end-users 
(Cornell, 2002). However, a misinterpretation is seen in the practice of a user-based 
design approach, with designers often putting all the importance on the ease of 
functionality of the piece when in fact other elements call for consideration such as 
comfort, safety, health, usability, and psychological appeal (Cornell, 2002). The aim of 
adopting the user-based design process is not in the produced tangible product, but rather 
about the successful allowance of “creative positive, rich and meaningful user 
experiences” that result from the interactions with the products (McDonagh, Denton, & 
Chapman 2009, p. 433).  
Despecialization 
In order to test the affordance and ultimately the usability of an object, it is ideal 
to return the object to a generic and simple state through a process known as 
despecialization (Carreau & Pelletier, 2004). Many objects today are designed for one 
specific action or function while others present an ideal of multi-functionality with the 
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blending of products that satisfy a mixture of uses. Although even in multi-functional 
pieces it is the merger of specific recognizable forms. Instead of designing with 
recognizable forms, Carreau & Pelletier (2004) investigated the benefits of designing for 
actions rather than designing known things, alleviating the traditional design approach of 
designing an easily associated type of furniture. A chair presents an immediate image in a 
person’s mind that is likely shared with others while an object for ‘sitting-on’ can present 
a number of different images such as a swing, a bench, a curb, a stair, etc. This can be 
characterized by its most simple of elements such as a plane for support depending on the 
height and user. The process of designing despecialized objects (See Figure 2.7) requires 
that they be looked at from all directions and manipulated to discover hidden affordances 
and design opportunities. These relationships that children have with affordances can be 
explored in a greater variety by utilizing this despecialized approach in designing objects 
for actions. The ideal for the application of this theory and design style is that is accepts 
that “the user’s curiosity, creativity, and participation in the end, that will reveal (or not) 
the potential of these objects” (p. 17). This may be an especially beneficial approach to 
designing for children in that children are often robbed of their creative input when 
furniture and toys are pre-made with very specific in function and theme (Day, 2007). To 
children a toy shaped like a car is always a car while a simple cardboard box can become 
a whole realm of items that engage a child’s creative thinking and imaginative abilities. 
This concept also aids in the development of a child’s resourcefulness and allows for 
exercises in improvisation. The inclusion of less hard rectangular forms can “elude 
definition and increase imaginative opportunities” (p. 37). 
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Figure 2.7. Despecialized Objects. Adapted from "The Despecialization of Objects," by P. Carreau & H. 
Pelletier, 2004, Platform, p. 16. Copyright 2008. 
 
 
Designing for Change 
 In combining this concept of evolving forms and changeable actions with 
educational needs, the school environment is then never complete (Burke at al., 2008). 
Designers have been guilty of over-designing schools and attempting to provide for all 
current functions when future actions and occupant input should be considered. The 
intention when designing interiors of schools and school objects is to provide 
incompletion “in order to stimulate a continuous design response among the users of 
these spaces over time” (Burke et al. 2008, p. 166).  Several schools have begun to adopt 
and approve this approach through providing teachers with environments to demonstrate 
and “teach students to use space in their learning” (p. 178). This transformation of a 
schools appearance over time to reflect the new generations entering the environments 
call for designs that are flexible and ephemeral. However, this idea is often realized only 
through customized spaces and furniture and is difficult for schools due to budget 
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restrictions and easy access to inexpensive mass-produced school furniture, which 
provides for little to be changed other than simple furniture location (Burke et al., 2008).  
Ergonomics 
In addition to the concerns created with mass-production, “cost, supply, 
traditional ideas, and failure to listen to children’s views” have added to not only 
limitations in educational product choices but have allowed for the neglect of basic 
ergonomics in the design of school furniture (Burke et al. 2008, p. 23). Ergonomics is an 
area which has been of concern in both building structure and furniture, yet has failed to 
be continually updated to project current standards (e.g., Legg, 2007; Woodcock, 2007). 
Teaching children about ergonomics can help in building an understanding of their 
environment and “gear them towards being more empathetic” (Woodcock 2007, p. 1551). 
Children are exposed to the value of design when the material is presented to them in 
challenging assignments requiring a divergent solution and providing an outlet for 
creativity. Because design for, with, and by children is an important idea, sharing this 
information about ergonomics with children is not simply about delivering information 
but applying that information to their surrounding environments, such as the school and 
home settings.  
The discussion of ergonomics can be applied more specifically to the chair, which 
children perceive as an indicator of social status and a seating option greatly preferred by 
adults (Cranz, 1998). In examining the relationship between elementary students and 
chairs in the school environment, the chair has been argued to play the role of “a sedative 
causing passivity in the learning environment” (p. 64). This passivity in the classroom is 
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a result of an educator’s attempt to establish classroom control and instill discipline. The 
stress consumed through the act of staying in a seat may create just as much of a 
disturbance as being able to move freely in a classroom (Cranz, 1998). Furniture and the 
environment should give young students the freedom to move about the classroom.  
Most students are provided with a chair that is either too high or too low with 
adjustments and comfort coming from shifts prompted by the sitter (Molenbroek, Kroon-
Ramaekers & Snijders, 2003).  A basic chair is described as “an extension of a user, with 
no two users being exactly alike. No two users sit, squat, or move about in the same 
manner” yet classroom chairs continue to remain as a fixed design and allow little 
variation and unique postures (Postell 2007, p.106). The chairs and desks used in 
education often lack the capability to fully adjust from the formal upright positions to 
accommodate an informal position for tasks such as reading or drawing. In effect the 
users are the ones who alter their positions to adapt to the forms of the chairs. Based on 
their unique learning styles and size differences, children will not all sit the same way or 
sit in one position throughout the entire day. They will be constantly shifting and fighting 
the fixed form of the chair.  
When given a choice, children often chose not to sit in a chair, possibly due to a 
child’s constant interest in playing, but more importantly because of the proportions and 
scale of furniture in relation to their unique and changing body sizes (Cranz, 1998). The 
slope of the classroom chair has been highly criticized and has been the subject of much 
experimentation to find a more appropriate relation between the varying sizes of the 
students. A conflicting relationship exists between chair height and writing surface 
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height. These discrepancies are often due to visual distances and the actual distances 
often cause a student to slouch or arch their back to perform writing or reading activities 
(Cranz, 1998). 
Chair ‘2000’ was the result of a design study aimed at testing a new ergonomic 
method in the classroom (see Figure 2.8, Knight & Noyes, 1999). Study results from the 
classrooms using the chair indicate not only should furniture be matched more fittingly to 
a student’s size but that the furniture should provide for constant position changes and 
that “the value of rocking forwards or backwards should be recognized and as a coping 
strategy tolerated” (p. 758).  
 
 
Figure 2.8. Chair '2000' Redesigned for Improved Ergonomics. Adapted from SolSeatChair2000 by ESA 
McIntosh. Retrieved from http://www.esamcintosh.co.uk/solutionscentre/seatclass2000.aspx 
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The relationship between the child and classroom furniture, the proportions and 
anthropometric data used in the creation of standards is geared toward accommodation of 
students who are closest to average sizes leaving many students having to adapt to those 
standards (Molenbroek et al., 2003). The activities that occur within the classroom dictate 
the positions and postures of a student (Panagiotopoulou et al., 2004). Yet these activities 
are not often understood or even known by the designer and mismatching occurs. 
Children are more sensitive to the benefits of ergonomically correct furniture than adults 
because not only are their sitting habits still being developed but their overall bodies are 
constantly developing (Panagiotopoulou et al., 2004). Despite the obvious need for 
adjustable and ergonomically-correct furniture in the classroom, the furniture industry 
focuses more on providing ergonomically conscious furniture in offices rather than the 
school environment. 
 
 
Figure 2.9. Mismatch of Furniture 
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Measurements collected of children and school furniture indicated an obvious 
mismatch in sizes, which is typical not only in the relationship between student and chair 
but also between objects in the same classroom (See Figure 2.9, Panagiotopoulou et al., 
2004). In examining the mismatch between furniture and second graders, none exhibited 
a compatible seat depth, only 5% were compatible in height, 11.7% were compatible with 
the new desk over 3.3% compatible with the old desks (Panagiotopoulou et al., 2004). 
These findings indicate a mismatch in the school furniture and this mismatch is most 
noticeable in the furniture paired with smaller children, as their rates of growth vary most 
pointing to the benefits and needs to design for movement and change rather than a fixed 
position 
Participatory Design 
It is not always simple size and scale that can be examined to design furnishings 
but also listening to the users of the space. With the classroom and its design acting as a 
teaching tool that educates future consumers and aids in the understanding of how the 
learning environment shapes ideas and learning practices, the process of consulting 
children about their environment improves designers understanding (Grosvenor, 2005). 
Through incorporating students into the design process, students become involved in the 
ownership of their environments. This practice can further support the effort to create 
life-long learners that exhibit autonomy in learning both in the classroom and outside the 
classroom environment.  
This process of including children in design brings into question the idea of 
childhood. Childhood is argued to be defined by the cultural relationships created 
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between adults and children (Rossi & Baraldi, 2009). Hindered by this relationship, 
“children’s voices have been traditionally ‘muted’ within the social sciences” 
(Christensen & James 2000, p. 1). However, through conducting research with children 
they become recognized as “social actors” (p.1). This inclusion of end-users has been 
exercised by architects, designers, and social researchers who understand the benefits 
involved with engaging participants and has resulted in further insight into how teachers 
use their classrooms for teaching methods and how children feel the classroom could be 
more conducive to learning (See: Burke & Grosvenor, 2008). 
Participation with children has often been criticized in its approach due to the 
attempt to lead a child using convergent thinking practices rather than adopting a 
divergent thinking method to obtain new understandings and new solutions (Rossi & 
Baraldi, 2009). Three main typologies are exhibited through participatory methods: 1) 
planning phase participation, 2) giving advice, 3) freely expressing. These typologies 
allow for a mix of qualitative methods to be used to establish a base for collecting and 
understanding the child’s viewpoint. Just as children learn in different ways, children 
express themselves through a means of different manners and by utilizing a variety of 
approaches the resulting information can be more cohesive and represent the 
interpretations in a more accurate manner. 
The Student’s Perspective 
The importance in engaging children is to strike a delicate balance between how 
information is collected and conveyed. The need for this delicate balance is evident in the 
simple fact that “users often say one thing, do another and feel something else” 
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(McDonagh et al. 2009, p. 433). In  writings on education, Holt “encouraged those 
interested or engaged in education to look at the school through the eyes of the young 
child, picking out the spaces, places, textures and smells that held meaning for them, but 
which were forgotten or lost to the adult” ( Burke et al. 2008, p. 130). However, the value 
is not just in understanding their viewpoints or even simply listening to children but 
rather constructing and adopting demonstrated methods that provide the means to 
recognize the opinions of the child (Burke, 2007). Research on middle childhood can 
benefit from participation with children because they best understand their views and 
perspectives.  
Visual Culture of School 
Through exploring the meaning of the visual culture of school and how students 
perceive the messages, these meanings change over time displaying the constant need to 
look to children for new meanings and relationships based on the generation at hand 
(Burke, 2007). The practice of listening to children’s considerations and experiences is in 
“keeping with a constructivist approach to learning in which children and adults are 
engaged in a task of co-constructing and meaning making” (p. 361). This practice will 
allow both adults and children to understand the relationship of design, learning, and 
well-being. In previous studies, children made it clear that they wanted classrooms free 
from the restrictions of traditional desks, freedom to work with messy materials, the 
ability to walk around freely, areas for thinking other than the desks provided, and 
freedom to experience the tactile nature of the environment (Burke, 2007).  
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Participatory Precedents 
 Children’s ideas have begun to be incorporated into the design of school 
environments and design projects (see: Burke, 2007; Appleby & Cox, 2003). Many 
positive factors arise from their collaborative design relationships specifically regarding 
the benefit that through the process children may begin to build an individual 
understanding of preferred and successful design practices (Burke, 2007). Through 
already having an understanding of the elements of value, children can express this 
information so that is can be utilized by a designer with a clearer understanding of its 
impact on the built environment and student-occupants. 
In examining several studies that have successfully incorporated this practice of 
research with children, it is understood that in doing so designers are better informed on 
how children view the school environment (Penrose et al., 2001). Through the use of 
semi-structured interviews, drawing activities, identifying good and bad design, smell 
sampling, sound sampling, and experience recounting, investigators have been able to 
better understand the whole experience of the child (Penrose et al., 2001).  
Summary 
In acknowledging the benefits of a shift from passive to active learning 
environments and distinguishing the differences in intelligence and learning styles, the 
need for variation and flexibility in the classroom is validated. The presentation of the 
learning environment to students affects their individual learning preferences and can 
either aid in helping them develop life-long learning practices or hinder their autonomy 
for learning. Through not only supporting a child physically, the furniture in the early 
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elementary classroom can challenge and assist in the development of social, cognitive, 
and affective skills when designed with special attention to child affordances and a 
detachment from typical typologies. Using a participatory approach involving students, a 
series of products may be developed that provide a student-responsive environment and 
better support a child’s development, imagination, and independence.  
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
 
 
Purpose of the Study 
The determination of this study was to document the process of designing a new 
type of furniture for use in the first and second grades, using a participatory design 
approach. The aims of the study were to a) develop a relationship with elementary school 
stakeholders to conduct a participatory design approach, b) conduct a series of 
observations of classroom case studies, c) analyze and synthesize the information 
collected, d) develop a series of products for the early elementary classroom based on the 
collected information, and e) analyze and reflect on the process. The researcher sought to 
document the participatory design approach to understand children’s interactions and 
insights involving the furnishings used in the classroom environment in order to design 
new types of furniture for the first and second grade classroom. These new forms allow 
for an increase in divergent forms of student/object interactions within those classrooms.  
Research Questions 
The primary research question for the study was: What new types of furniture can 
be developed for the early elementary classroom to support active learning? In 
order to address this question, the researcher first examined the following sub 
questions: 
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6. What are the physical relationships between the students and the existing 
classroom furniture? 
7.  How does a user-based design approach affect the process and outcome of 
designing classroom furniture?  
8. What does participation from the user group offer the design process? 
9. What elements of the design of classroom furniture are viewed as most important 
by stakeholders? 
10. What aesthetic and functional elements can be adopted to create a new type of 
furniture that allows for active interactions? 
Research Procedures as Objectives for the Study 
The procedures of the study as objectives were to: 
10. Conduct a critical review of literature on the educational environment and its 
effects on learning and behavior, child development and child needs, and the 
process of designing with children as an appropriate framework for the study. 
11. Conduct a critical review of methodologies as part of the development of an 
appropriate research strategy for this study.  
12. Work with participants to implement the research using case studies, semi-
participant observation, validation discussions, and behavioral mapping. 
13. Document the case study classrooms using photo ethnography, written 
observations, sketches, and inventory studies. 
14. Analyze the information collected from the case studies. 
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15. Conduct a drawing activity with student participants. Work with participants to 
examine and interpret the drawings created in the drawing activities in relation to 
the purpose of this study. 
16. Conduct a design process synthesizing the collected information and design a 
series of products in response. Incorporate the assistance of undergraduate 
student, Laura Snoderly. 
17. Critique furniture produced during the design process and revise final prototypes. 
18. Conduct final analysis of results. Write final documentation.  
Theoretical Foundation of the Methodology 
Design as Epistemology 
This study engaged a ‘design as epistemology’ approach that progressed with the 
idea that the process of design is a practice used to obtain knowledge through experience 
(Mahdjoubi, 2003). As with any design project or qualitative process, no absolute answer 
exists but rather a concern for finding appropriate solutions. The distinction between a 
design approach and a scientific approach is that scientific research is intended for 
analysis and identification of truth, while design is a form of synthesis used to explore 
change (Mahdjoubi, 2003). In utilizing design as epistemology, this methodology 
involved a dominant visual element, along with an overall intention of expanding and 
contributing the field of interior product design and education.  
Design knowledge for research has too often been overlooked and under-
documented due to the visual presentation of design rather than the standard written 
format associated with the conclusion of research (Mahdjoubi, 2003). In examining the 
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reason for limited documentation the “plausible cause of poverty of written materials on 
the design methodology is that drawing rather than writing has been the preferred 
medium of thought and expression for a designer and in that respect for many 
professionals” (Mahdjoubi 2003, p. 4). In this study, the methodology was documented 
through a combination of written and visual form. 
Reflexive Approach 
In utilizing a design approach, researchers and designers have argued that the 
designer’s experiences, tools, and technologies are the making of a reflexive process 
(Mahdjoubi, 2003). This attention to the experience of the designer/researcher is best 
recognized through the ability to accept the importance of the researcher’s subjectivity in 
the study (Christensen & James, 2000). This recognition is crucial in research as the data 
is interpreted through the researcher and thus a dependent relationship exists between the 
researcher, methods, and results. The researcher’s impact on the methods and results 
must be highlighted as an overlying element that determines the nature of the study 
(Greene & Hogane, 2005). Throughout this study, the researcher continually reflected on 
their individual experience and interpretations associated with all methods and as such 
the data collection, analysis, and design process are subjective to the researcher. 
Challenges in Reflexive Approach 
This practice of reflectivity can ultimately be defined as the researcher becoming 
designer and gaining an awareness of their responsibility for decision making in the task 
at hand (Mohammad, 2001). In this study the designer became the mediator between 
student and the built environment. In an effort to merge the reflexive approach with the 
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concept of user-based design, combinations of user-input and designer-input were 
exercised and documented throughout this thesis investigation. Information may be 
misinterpreted during a reflexive approach and often the researcher’s childhood 
background and experiences can create a bias, which is why the participatory methods 
were appropriate to eliminate the likelihood of preconceived notions associated with the 
researcher’s elementary experiences (Dwyer & Limb, 2001). Informal validation 
discussions were conducted with teachers following observations and with students 
following drawing activities in order to minimize misinterpreted data based on the 
researcher’s biases.  
Constructivist Approach 
 With the subjective nature of the researcher and design process, a constructivist 
approach was appropriate with the final design solutions being a product from the 
researcher’s thoughts, based on their collection and interpretation of experiences used for 
the study (Hayes & Oppenheim, 1997). An objective solution cannot be discovered 
because all that exists is taken from a subjective standpoint and nothing can be viewed 
with a completely unbiased point of view, particularly within the design world with 
varying affordances. The relationships between researcher and participants are connected 
so that the researcher takes on the role as “the primary data-gathering instrument” (p. 33). 
Through the strong influence of experience during observations, drawing activities, and 
the design process, the outcomes are a result of the experience rather than a discovered 
truth.  
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Participatory Design Approach 
This design study commenced with a Participatory Design approach, focusing on 
the participants acting as subjects in the study rather than as objects of the study 
(Christensen & James, 2000). Design is the practice of identifying a problem and then 
solving the problem through a creative process. By using a participatory approach in 
product design, the solution involved participation from the end-users during the process. 
Through this approach, the researcher incorporated working with the users through the 
use of multiple methods to gain an understanding of their needs and values.  
A better insight into children’s experiences and understandings of their 
educational environments, particularly in the school setting, was gained through 
participatory methods. A three stage process was implemented for involving participants 
including curiosity, action, and reflection (Burke et al., 2008). The drawing activities 
conducted allowed for students to exhibit all three stages and the compilations of all 
methods required that the researcher engaged in all three stages as well. 
Recruitment 
 With incorporating students and teachers into the study, recruitment was an 
important process. The process for recruitment followed as such: 1) identified local 
school district, 2) submitted research proposal to conduct research, 3) contacted 
individual school for approval, 4) presented participating teachers with consent and 
assent forms, 5) sent home consent forms, and 6) scheduled observations and activities 
with teachers. 
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Institutional Review Board 
As with any research study that incorporates human participants, approval was 
required from the Institutional Review Board to work within the school with the teacher 
and student participants. A protocol for this study was submitted, outlining the data 
collection methods. Consent forms were written for parents or guardians of the students 
(see Appendix A).  In addition to the consent forms, students were presented with assent 
forms for the drawing activities to make it known that participation was optional. The 
consent and assent were given through the signing of approved IRB consent and assent 
forms. In addition to parental and student participation, the teacher was also required to 
consent to participation and allowance of classroom time.  
Challenges in Participatory Design Approach 
As this participatory approach included children, a number of obstacles and 
challenges existed such as power imbalances, parental approval, and scheduling issues 
(Thomson, 2008). Power imbalances often exist between adult researchers and child 
participants due to physical size and cultural aspects. In addressing this imbalance, 
avoidance of infantilizing children may be accomplished through conversing with 
children in an appropriate manner and establishing that they are assisting with the project 
can lessen perceived power imbalances (Christensen et al., 2000). On the other hand, the 
material must be easily understood by the participating students. Care was needed in 
deciding the most appropriate wording to use in working with the students to avoid 
feelings of inferiority and superiority. Language use and question formation were given 
to the participating classroom teacher to review to avoid any misunderstandings.  
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Brief Overview of the Study Design 
The researcher addressed the research questions outlined above by conducting this 
research in partnership with school stakeholders in Greensboro, North Carolina using a 
variety of qualitative and quantitative methods such as classroom inventories, photo 
ethnography, behavioral mapping, semi-participant observations, validation discussions, 
drawing activities to gain access to the interpretations and activities afforded by 
classroom products with respect to school stakeholders. In conjunction with these 
methods, creative methods such as visualization, documentation, and product design were 
used to develop the products. The research was conducted using a Participatory Design 
Approach and a Reflexive Approach in concurrence with a User-based Design Approach. 
As the incorporation of children, and generally the users, becomes more visible in the 
field of interior product design, so too does the need for research become necessary in the 
field of design. 
Methodologies 
Qualitative methodologies are those that center on experiences and interpretations 
that permit “a means of understanding people’s elusive sense of place” and focus on the 
“importance of meanings and values held by both researcher and researched” (Dwyer et 
al. 2001, p. 3). Qualitative methods have been chosen for this study because the 
assumption cannot be made that the experiences occurring within the classroom 
environment are constant and quantitative. This study has used quantitative methods to 
support the qualitative experiences and creative methods to carry out the design 
investigation.  
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Methods 
This research utilized a variety of methods, which are “specific techniques and 
tools [used] in exploring, gathering, and analyzing information”, in order to study 
different aspects of the interaction between the classroom environment and the 
stakeholders who interact within the confines of that classroom, along with the values and 
insights held by the users (Gray & Malins 2004, p. 16). The four classroom case studies 
were examined through classroom inventories, photo ethnography, behavioral mapping, 
semi-participant observations, validation discussions, and drawing activities. A number 
of creative methods were used during the design investigation conducted as part of this 
study. These methods included process documentation, design visualization, and product 
design, which comprised of design phases beginning with programming and schematics, 
followed by design development and prototyping.  Group Critiques were conducted 
throughout the design process. 
Case Study 
A collection of four classrooms were studied in order to produce “credible and 
accurate accounts” of the classroom setting (Gray et al. 2004, p. 117). These case studies 
were used to understand the everyday activities of the classroom, patterns of behavior, 
and patterns of interaction with furniture that materialize in the classroom environment. 
With a purpose of the case studies to note patterns and relationships in the classroom, no 
conclusions were drawn to infer causal relationships associated with teaching methods 
and the sole focus was on furniture to student relationships (Greene et al., 2005). 
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Four classroom case studies were selected for recognition based on grade levels, 
location, and approval of the school district and school. The case studies included two 
first grade classrooms and two second grade classrooms located within the Guildford 
County School District in Greensboro, North Carolina. The classrooms observed 
comprised of an estimated 24 students each with one teacher directing each classroom. 
The observations and supporting methods transpired in June at the conclusion of the 2010 
school year while the drawing activities occurred in the same classrooms the following 
September and October. The classroom environments observed represented a 
combination of lower elementary grade levels and diversity between the types of 
furniture presently occupying the classrooms, making these four locations appropriate for 
examination. The information was collected in an organized manner to allow for an 
organized analysis. The data analysis followed the steps presented by Leedy & Ormrod 
(2010): 1) organized of details, 2) categorized data, 3) interpreted single experiences, 4) 
identified of patterns and themes, and 5) synthesized.  
Classroom Inventories 
 The inventories created during this study were a quantitative method, 
documenting quantity and descriptions of products present in each classroom. This 
inventory resulted in the collection of data describing the types of furniture presently 
used in the case study classrooms, the placement of furniture, and the number of each 
piece. This data was collected to aid in formation of floor plans along with understanding 
what items were presently used in a classroom environment. 
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Recording and Analyzing Data in Classroom Inventories  
 Data was recorded in excel spread sheets as inventory lists noting color, style, 
quantity, and placement of each object. This data enabled comparison between 
classrooms to see if any differences existed and to identify the current items used in the 
classrooms.  
Photo Ethnography 
 Photo Ethnography is “a method of capturing a static image of an object in its 
environment, providing evidence of particular significant features related to the research 
project issues” (Gray et al. 2004, p. 108). Photographs were used to document the 
classroom furniture in its surrounding environment while unoccupied. The photographs 
required reflectance on the researchers own experiences and observation within the 
classrooms to create meaning for the photographs (Grosvenor, Lawn, Novoa, 
Rousmaniere, & Smaller, 2004). These photographs, deemed appropriate for use by 
educational historians in past studies, were appropriate for analysis of the existing 
furniture by the designer (Burke et al., 2007). The photographs captured and analyzed are 
classified as Landscapes with the collection of objects capturing the social and cultural 
processes at work in the classroom. 
 The purpose of the photographs was to capture the environment and products in 
the case studies to construct an inventory and examine the classroom arrangement and 
functions. The information captured through photographs are open to interpretations 
therefore these photographs will be used to support information from other methods and 
will be interpreted and examined by the researcher ((Burke et al. 2007, p. 157). 
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Recording and Analyzing Data in Photo Ethnography  
 Data was recorded using a digital camera (see Figure 3.1). Images were taken of a 
vacant case study classroom either at the end of the school day or during the lunch or 
recess period for each classroom. The images were shot to include a well rounded 
understanding of the space and products included in the space. On average, 41 
photographs were taken of each classroom, although not all pictures were used in 
examination due to photo quality. Furniture was not moved during the photo session. The 
images were taken from both the adult height and the child height. Images were imported 
on the researcher’s computer and descriptions were applied to each photograph to explain 
what was captured created a reference tool that could be revisited after leaving the 
classrooms. The dominant furniture types seen in the photographs were included in the 
programming document and used to support the observation notes, floor plans, and the 
classroom inventories.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. Sample Photograph of a Case Study Classroom. 
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Behavioral Mapping 
 Behavioral mapping is a form of observation and documentation used to record 
“the location of subjects and [measure] their activity levels simultaneously” in relation to 
the built environment (Cosco, Moore, & Islam, 2010). This method has been used in the 
study of school environments to “illustrate the method’s sensitivity for coding built 
environment characteristics” and therefore, behavioral mapping is a valid method in 
obtaining information regarding student behavior and activities (p. 1). 
Recording and Analyzing Data in Behavioral Mapping  
The student locations were documented using a standard pen and paper method on 
sketched floor plans or printed floor plans depending on the classroom. A time-sampling 
approach was adopted and student behaviors were documented once an hour when 
available or during large movements of the classroom members. With this data being 
collected through time-sampling, certain activities and behaviors occurring throughout 
the day were not captured during the behavioral mapping sessions. On average, six maps 
were documented during each classroom observation. A floor plan of each classroom was 
constructed on the computer and the locations were transfer to the computer documents at 
the conclusion of the classroom examinations. A series of student positions were coded 
and represented by a color and letter (see Figure 3.2). The color related to the time and 
classroom activity of the sample while the letter related to the students position including 
sitting in a chair, kneeling, standing, or laying. The maps were then tagged with detailed 
descriptions of the events occurring at that time in relation to the observation notes. With 
the events noted matching those in the observation notes, the maps were intended for 
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visual studies to examine the use of the room and to support the observed actions within 
the classroom. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Example of Behavioral Maps 
 
 
Semi- Participant Observations 
An observation is when the “surroundings and interactions of people are viewed 
as a way to gain an understanding of the study setting” (Salkind, 2005). Due to the 
physical size of an adult and the difficulty of being “an outsider studying a different 
culture” it is not possible that these observation can be considered ‘direct’ or ‘full’ 
participant observations (Punch 2001, p. 166). The researcher was present in the room 
where the observations occurred, however was not participating in the activities. This 
type of observation method is termed semi-participant as the researcher’s presence may 
affect the behaviors and activities occurring in the classrooms. As a part of the case 
studies a series of semi-participant observations were conducted using a method of event 
sampling (Greene & Hogane, 2005). Each observation occurred in the natural setting of 
the classroom environment (Leedy et al., 2010).  
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It has been contended that observations occurring over the course of 20 hours are 
considered adequate to establish a relatively “reasonable sense of the types of activities 
and interactions that are important to children’s lives” (Greene et al. 2005, p. 115). With 
four case studies each taking a period of one day, the case studies took a total of four 
days or 24 hours to complete, which did not include organization time.  
Recording and Analyzing Data in Semi-Participant Observations  
The observations were recorded through note taking while the researcher sat at a 
table in the back of each classroom located by the classroom door. The question arises as 
to who is creating the meaning of the participants experiences in an observation and it is 
verified that the researcher has assumed that role (Dwyer et al., 2001).This location 
allowed for the least amount of disturbance to the classroom being observed, along with 
the minimal distractions with the use of note-taking. These observations were noted by 
the researcher through written words and supported by quick sketches when information 
was better documented in pictorial images (see Figure 3.3). The observations at times 
described the entire class activity and at other times simply noted the events occurring 
around the classroom. Immediately following an observation, the information was 
transcribed and the later placed into QRS NVIVO, an analysis software program, to code 
themes and patterns among other observations. The data was used to identify classroom 
activities and observed student positions and actions. The observation notes for each 
classroom were entered into the program and then coded to identify classroom activities 
and observed student positions and actions. The lists developed under these headings 
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grew during the coding process and resulted in a long list of activities and student 
positions and actions (see Appendix C). 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Sketches from Observations 
 
 
Validation Discussions 
A validation discussion, reflecting the questioning patterns used in an interview, 
is a tool wherein a dialogue is undertaken to confirm a researcher’s observations and 
interpretations (Salkind, 2005). The validation discussions were semi-structured and 
contained both open-ended questions and mirror questions. A series of validation 
discussions were conducted with each of the school teachers in the participating 
classrooms. The validation discussion lasted a maximum of 20 minutes.  
Recording and Analyzing Data in Validation Discussions 
Validation discussions were recorded through written documentation if the 
information differed from the researcher’s interpretations during the observations. The 
discussions occurred during times when the students were out of the classroom and at the 
end of the day. The recorded notes from the discussions were transcribed and then placed 
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into QRS NVIVO, where they were used to support observations and note possible 
design characteristic used during the design process. 
Drawing Activities 
Drawing activities allowed for the students to participate in the role of co-designer 
(Christensen et al., 2000).  These activities were intended to “give reign to the child’s 
imagination” and value their ideas and understandings of their classroom environment 
through pictorial methods (p. 14). This method in comparison to formal interviews 
allowed for the participant to thoughtfully consider a response rather than giving an 
instantaneous answer thus demonstrating the process stages of curiosity, action, and 
reflectance (Gauntlett & Holzwarth, 2006). The information collected through this 
method was not meant to stem from an unconscious reaction, therefore this method was 
appropriate.  
This method took advantage of the child’s ability to communicate experiences 
and thoughts through “the symbolic meaning of drawing” that acts as a form of language, 
taking the place of spoken or written words (Greene et al. 2005, p. 262). Through this 
drawing activity, after a brief introduction and discussion (see Appendix E); the students 
were asked to take a critical look at the classroom environment and draw two pictures. 
The students were given two sheets of paper. The first of which was to show their 
favorite spot in their classroom and the second was to show how they would make the 
furniture better. The activity concluded with an informal, individual discussion between 
researcher and student about their drawings, giving them the opportunity to explain and 
briefly analyze their own drawings. These discussions lasted less than two minutes each. 
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 In examining precedents, there is a growing interest in giving children a voice 
through drawings but there are limited studies “where children are invited to be co-
interpreters of their own images” (Thomson 2008, p. 37). Through this method children 
were given a ‘voice’ in the research process and the opportunity to share their 
understandings of the meanings and functions in the classroom. The benefits of these 
drawing activities were that they resulted in a tangible product that may be revisited by 
the designer and the student to analyze visual data and provide for reflection. The 
drawing activity followed the below format: 
• Introduced drawing activity through a brief discussion with students 
• Presented students with numbered sheets of paper and crayons (see Appendix E) 
• Gave adequate drawing time where students socialized with other students, the 
teacher, and the researcher 
• Talked to students individually during the drawing session noting child number 
and any interpretations and comments from child 
 The drawings produced were discussed in a respectful manner. With the divergent 
nature of the task, children were freely able to express their experiences and meanings 
behind their drawings. A feeling of genuine interest was displayed by the researcher 
during the discussion times and students were given the option to not discuss their 
drawings.  
Recording and Analyzing Data in Drawing Activities  
A total of 42 students participated in the drawing activity. Their drawings were 
analyzed using visual ethnography. The interpretations of these drawings were taken 
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seriously. Themes and elements that emerged from these drawings were discussed with 
the students, the undergraduate assistant and the committee chair. The favorite spaces and 
improvements were coded and places into categories to indentify dominant preferences 
and common improvement ideas. Elements coded for each drawing included location, 
function, form, scale, focus, design elements, and surroundings. The drawings were 
digitally scanned into the computer and assigned a corresponding number to enable 
confidentiality. The presented ideas were recorded through written notes and 
corresponded to the appropriate drawings.   
The objects in the drawings were used in the schematic phase as well as to 
generate ideas through a 3-D modeling exercise conducted by the researcher to capture 
shapes and explore the design features and functions. During this modeling activity, the 
forms and spaces drawn by the students were modeled in SketchUp with color. This 
generation of models allowed the researcher to view the forms in three-dimensions to 
further view and experience the proposed furniture and connect more with the thoughts of 
the students. 
Critique Groups 
A critique is a common exercise during any design process. A critique group is 
similar to a focus group in that it is a meeting between a group of individuals “to discuss 
a particular topic chosen by the researcher(s) who moderate or structure the discussion” 
through presentation and following discussion (Dwyer et al. 2001, p. 121). The critique 
group method is often used as a way to allow others to “share their knowledge, 
experiences and prejudices; and argue their point of view” (Dwyer et al., 2001, p. 121).  
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Recording and Analyzing Data in Focus Groups  
 Major critique groups were conducted in October of 2010 and December 2010, as 
a requirement for a graduate studio course. Data was recorded through simple listening 
during comment and questions sessions. The major points made by the group members 
were later discussed with the undergraduate assistant and committee members during the 
design process. These discussions included developing a dialog about the benefits or 
issues with major points noted during the critique groups and the execution involved for 
major ideas. 
Creative Methodology 
With the intention for this study to result in the development of new classroom 
products, a combination of creative methods was appropriate. Through creative 
methodologies ideas are presents through visuals and supported by written documentation 
(Dwyer 2001). A creative methodology was adopted to synthesize those interpreted 
classroom experiences and meanings through product design while continuing to use a 
participatory approach and reflexivity. 
Creative Methods 
In defining creative methods as opposed to qualitative or quantitative methods, 
they are those that involve the researcher/designer in creative or inventive actions such as 
designing, drawing, and building (Greene at al., 2005). These creative methods included 
a combination of visual process documentation, product visualization, and product 
design. 
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Process Documentation 
Process documentation refers to the capturing of aspects of the design process, 
data synthesis, sketching, schematic design, design development, modeling, prototype 
construction, photography, and design visualization. To document the process visually, a 
blog was utilized to capture the chronological order of the progress and to share the 
research process with those who may be interested, including the school participants. 
Along with the blog documentation, digital copies were stored for all materials pertaining 
to this study.  
Recording and Analyzing Data in Process Documentation 
 All information obtained throughout this study was stored as digital copies in 
appropriate folders on the researcher’s computer and external hard drive. These process 
images were created using a range of media from pen and paper to photography to 
computer renderings. The blog used to document several phases of the study can be 
visited at www.primaryobjectsprocess.blogspot.com. 
Design Visualization 
Design visualization may be referred to as visual thinking, where ideas are 
presented through a visual or pictorial means (Gray et al., 2004). With the intent of this 
research to document the process through visuals, visualization was used as a method to 
communicate information, serve as a focal point during critiques, and further develop 
ideas (Gray et al., 2004). The tools included a combination of drawings, digital 
representations, computer-aided design, prototypes, and photographs. The design 
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visualization in this study, as it has been used in previous studies, allowed for triggers of 
short-term memory, imaginative thinking and creativity to further evolve the design 
(Mulet & Vidal, 2008).  
Recording and Analyzing Data in Visualization 
The data produced during this study for visualization captured the product design 
process and continued throughout the study, capturing the sub-methods under the product 
design process for this study. Most visualization was recorded through sketches, digital 
models and renderings, photographs, and physical models. To visualize the uses and 
demonstrate the possibilities of the final prototypes in both foam and later in wood, photo 
shoots took place with a child-model. This photo shoot required a photo release. 
Product Design 
Design, and more specifically product design, “is seen to be an action process 
centered round the synthesis stage” (Swann 2002, p. 8). The design process demonstrated 
the action part of the participatory approach. In examining product design, the creative 
process behind it is understood “as that which incorporates new unknown variables or 
knowledge that are not previously available” (Mulet et al. 2008, p. 101). In the product 
design stage of this design thesis, a design process was followed and contained the 
following stages: programming, schematic design, design development, prototyping, and 
final documentation (see Figure 3.4). The approach to the product design process, 
although it may seem linear, is cyclical in nature with the act of revisiting previous stages 
throughout the process (Swann, 2002).  
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Figure 3.4. Design Process Diagram 
 
 
Programming  
Under this stage is the idea of documenting and identifying the requirements of 
the project and needs of the user (Priest & Sanchez, 2001). The program was created 
using the information collected from the case studies and theories from the literature 
review. This information was organized in a programming document created in excel to 
illustrate, through both text and graphics, the parameters of the project. 
 To illustrate an understanding of the needs of the user, a program highlighted 
anticipated user needs, user anthropometrics, user actions and positions, developmental 
dimensions, environmental conditions, third teacher principles, photographs of existing 
furniture, existing spatial dimensions, spatial distributions, design concerns, existing 
classroom products, and concepts (see Appendix F). This program evolved throughout 
the process as new information, new materials, and new functions entered into the design. 
The program provided an organized document that highlighted the major issues and 
functions as a growing reference throughout this study. The process for the development 
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of the program followed as such: (1) created program template in Excel, (2) identified 
major components, (3) input information, and (4) continued to add information 
throughout the process. 
Schematic Phase 
The schematic phase involved the development of abstract, preliminary forms and 
idea generation. This phase involved thinking through sketches, digital models, and 
written form. The forms produced by the students in the drawing activities were modeled 
in SketchUp to aid in the definition of design elements present in their drawings.  
The schematic design phase, driven by the data collected from the case studies, 
began as a sketch exploration and a form study taking shape through sketches and digital 
models. A series of initial sketches were produced using trace paper and sketchbook 
pages with pen to develop basic forms that could work in multiple positions. The process 
for the schematic design phase followed as such: (1) produced sketches during 
observations, (2) generated ideas through sketching session, (3) developed a pair of 
blocks combining appropriate heights related to standard children heights (see Figure 
3.5), (4) constructed a small scale classroom and collection of foam blocks to visualize 
block configurations (see Figure 3.6), (4) manipulated blocks digitally in SketchUp to 
produce a series of potential furniture forms, and (5) presented and critiqued resulting 
furniture forms. 
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Figure 3.5. Schematic Design Phase Blocks. Silhouette adapted from Happy Child by Chelgrrl69 (2010). 
Retrieved from http://www.mylot.com/w/image/2282906.aspx 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6.  Small Scale Classroom Model 
   
 
Design Development and Prototyping 
 The design development phase is where a product is further refined to meet the 
expectations and objectives outlined in the programming phase (Priest et al., 2001). The 
design development phase was continually revised in the second half of this design 
investigation followed by full scale prototyping explorations. As the forms developed, 
each design development phase was unique and was discussed individually below. 
During each design development phase a collection of sketches, digital models, small 
scale models, and finalized renderings were produced. 
The prototyping phases for this study are defined as the creation of full scale 
models used to study the concepts of function and examine areas of concern relating to 
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the structure and aesthetics of the design (Priest et al., 2001). This method included the 
construction of physical prototypes in both foam and wood. This phase relied on the 
ability to make things and generate ideas and concepts through physical form (Baxter, 
Ortega Lopez, Serig, & Sullivan, 2008). 
Design Development Phase One 
 The effective characteristics from the four preliminary models were integrated 
into a single form that was digitally developed, taking key elements from the evolving 
program and student drawings, in SketchUp. Instead of one form being selected and 
evolved, the strongest points in all forms were combined, examined, and evolved. 
Prototype Construction Phase One 
 The initial full scale prototypes of the new forms were constructed with the 
assistance of an undergraduate research assistant, Laura Snoderly. These forms were 
constructed using 2” thick Extruded Polystyrene Insulation, EPI. This material was 
chosen due to its lightweight nature, ease of shaping, and low cost per sheet. The process 
for the initial foam prototype construction followed as such: (1) produced paper 
templates, (2) cut profiles from foam, (3) glued forms, (4) examined forms, (5) 
disassembled and reassembled if needed, (6) cut and sculpted contours if needed, and (7) 
sanded. 
Design Development Phase Two 
 Following the initial full-scale prototype construction, the resulting forms were 
further developed. The process for the design development phase two followed as such: 
(1) examined form and usability, (2) presented and critiqued form, (3) discussed concerns 
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with undergraduate assistant, (4) discussed solution, (5) sketched and digitally modeled 
solutions in SketchUp, and (6) tested proposed changes on existing prototypes. 
Prototype Construction Phase Two 
 The second collection of full scale prototypes were constructed using 2” thick 
Extruded Polystyrene Insulation, EPI. These prototypes were constructed to aid in the 
visualization of a finalized form to present for critique to committee members, fellow 
students, faculty members, and eventually the participating classrooms. The process for 
the final foam prototype construction followed as such: (1) produced hardboard template 
for small object profiles, (2) determined measurements for large object using initial 
prototype (3) cut foam, (4) glued form and wooden supports, (5) cut contours where 
appropriate, and (6) sanded, patched, and painted. 
Design Critique 
Although design discussions and critiques occurred throughout the design 
process, a final studio critique was used as a major critique and turning point for the 
design direction. The critique followed a fifteen minutes presentation by the researcher of 
the progress of the study. The final foam prototypes were presented. Following the 
presentation, the audience members, consisting of committee members, faculty, and 
fellow students, were given the opportunity to ask questions and make comments about 
the process or forms.  
It can be challenging in a critique group to predict whether a design or idea will 
be received with enthusiasm or little interest (Dwyer, 2001). The reactions depend on 
how the visuals are presented and how the concluding question and comment session 
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evolves. The views and comments received through the critique groups are noted as such 
in the results to ensure contextual understanding.  
Design Development Phase Three 
 Following the design critique, the resulting forms were further developed. The 
process for the design development phase three followed as such: (1) considered 
alternative materials for prototype construction, (2) discussed plastic fabrication methods 
with faculty, mentor, committee chair, and undergraduate assistant, (3) considered use of 
wood, (4) explored wood through design development, (5) discussed materials, form, and 
construction concepts with committee members, (6) developed concept for wood 
construction, (7) digitally developed ribbed structure for honeycomb concept in 
SketchUp, (8) produced a series of small models for study, and (9) discussed direction 
with committee members regarding materials, transparency, and usability. 
 The development of the design continued during the production of the prototype 
with the development of digital forms. The process for the design development during the 
construction of the cardboard prototypes followed as such: (1) revisions to grid spacing, 
(2) discussed structure, (3) varied material thickness in digital model, (4) removed of all 
right angles on digital models, and (5) digital modeled removable surface and removable 
bin.  
Prototype Construction Phase Three 
 The third collection of full scale prototypes were constructed from cardboard and 
then wood using a combination of 1/8” and 1/4” Baltic birch plywood. These forms were 
constructed using a laser cutter and the machines available in the woodshop, CAMstudio, 
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and TechShop. The process for the cardboard prototype construction followed as such: 
(1) created digital cutting templates in Rhino, (2) cut panels of cardboard for laser cutter, 
(3) cut ribs for small object with laser, (4) made adjustments to digital templates, (5) re-
cut ribs for small object with laser, (6) assembled prototype, (7) revised templates to 
include an addition rib, (8) cut panels of cardboard for laser cutter, (9) cut ribs for large 
object with laser, and (10) assembled prototype.  
 A collection of final full scale prototypes were then constructed using a 
combination of 1/8” and 1/4” Baltic birch plywood. These forms were constructed using 
a laser cutter and the machines available in the woodshop, CAMstudio and Techshop. 
The process for the wooden prototype construction followed as such: (1) cut wood to 
appropriate sizes, (2) cut ribs on laser cutter, (3) sanded burnt surfaces and edges, (4) 
assembled forms, (5) examined structures, (6) re-cut several revised ribs, and (7) glued 
and clamped forms. The process for the removable surface construction followed as such: 
(1) cut plywood sheet to size, (2) cut and sand waffle components, (3) glued and clamped 
waffle formation, and (4) sanded and painted top surface with dry erase paint. The 
process for the removable bin construction followed as such: (1) cut MDF sheets to size, 
(2) glued, nailed, and sanded form, (3) tested form using styrene and vacuum former, (4) 
adjusted form and needed, (5) vacuumed form 1/16” styrene over final form, and (6) 
sanded and painted final bin. 
Recording and Analyzing Data in Product Design  
All phases of the product design were captured through sketches, writings, digital 
images, physical models, and photography. Several aspects of the process of design were 
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documented on the project blog through images and written descriptions. Digital copies 
were collected and stored on an external hard drive. Challenges involved in the design 
phase included time and financial constraints. These products were designed during a 
Graduate Studio beginning in August 2010 continue beyond the endpoint of studio. 
Within the prototyping stage, financial requirements for the purchase of materials 
presented a challenge and funding was sought through submission of a community-based 
research grant. As with any design challenge, a concern was presented with the continual 
evolution of the design problem as the process progresses (Mulet et al., 2008). Continual 
reflection and evaluation of the problems and proposed solutions were incorporated 
during all phases of the product designing. 
Ethical Obligations 
Sharing Information 
The researcher had an ethical obligation to share the results of the research. 
Information was made available to all participants and Guildford County Schools via the 
blog, classroom presentations, and this thesis paper. 
Timeline 
Spring 2010 
• Setup research study. Make initial contact with school gatekeepers and 
stakeholders.  
• Develop case study assessment tool  
• Develop drawing activity  
Summer 2010 
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• Examine case studies, including behavioral mapping, validation discussions, 
inventories, and observations  
• Analyze collected information using qualitative analysis software and models  
Fall 2010 
• Analyze information from case studies and construct programming document  
• Conduct drawing activities  
• Analyze drawings and information collected during drawing activities  
• Design Product(s) in Fall Graduate Studio  
• Conduct Critique groups of visuals and prototypes  
Winter 2010-2011 
• Analyze prototypes  
Spring 2011 
• Develop the design further and construct revised prototypes  
• Write Thesis and defend  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
 
 
 This chapter is divided into three parts: case studies, design process, and future 
explorations. The data compiled from the case study classrooms was analyzed to identify 
and define classroom activities and student behavior noted during the observations, 
behavioral mapping studies, and student drawings. The design process, commencing 
during the examination of the case studies, proceeded through a progression of sketches, 
digital models, prototypes, photographs, critique notes, and renderings. The phases and 
products comprising the design process were documented and analyzed in chronological 
order. Additionally, future explorations are proposed based on the analysis of the design 
process and resulting product. 
Case Studies  
Observed Actions 
 During the classroom observations, examinations included notation of student 
activities occurring within the classroom and observed student positions and actions (see 
Appendix C). This data supported the identification of student interactions with the 
existing furniture, limitations and benefits presented with existing furniture, and 
description of relationships between student positions to potential classroom activities.  
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Student Interactions with Existing Furniture 
 Through examination of these case studies, a collection of conclusive student 
interactions were observed with the existing furniture that included sitting in chair, 
leaning on furniture, carrying bins and supplies, moving the furniture, rocking in a chair, 
jumping on furniture, using supplies, kneeling on chairs, and using the table and desk 
surfaces. These interactions were witnessed between students and chairs, tables, desks, 
bins, and other items throughout the classroom. 
 The observed accounts of these actions showed that the majority of student 
interactions took place in their chairs, although the posture, leg placement, and direction 
differed depending on the activity and individual student preferences. Students rarely sat 
using the back rest as a back rest and often were found to use the back rest more as an 
armrest while turning in a chair or as an area to easily grab onto from a standing position. 
When sitting in a chair, students were observed sitting on the edge, hanging half of a side, 
sitting on knees, in a crouched position, one leg up and one leg down, legs tucked under 
or around legs, crossed-legged, standing with one knee on the chair, straddling chair, 
tipping forward, stretching, tilting chair forward, sitting in chair backwards, balancing on 
two legs, stack chairs at end of day, slide on chair, and standing on chair. An overall 
analysis of these observed positions showed that it was impossible to predict precisely 
how a student would position themselves during an activity, but rather that they 
constantly moved and explored the range of capable positions, even those that required 
great balance to achieve.  
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 The intimate interactions with the desks and tables included leaning over to write, 
stretching, placing elbows on desk, erasing desk tops, placing arms, leaning down to look 
inside, leaning from a standing positions, sitting on desktop, place head down, hanging 
off side, leaning onto neighboring desks, leaning across to see other’s work, assembling 
art projects, building with blocks and crayons, and cleaning desk surface with paper 
towel. The table and desk surfaces were used for a variety of activities including eating, 
writing, drawing, leaning, and resting heads. The students continually interacted with the 
desk and table surfaces throughout the day mostly using the closest surface. A trust 
between student and desk existed due to the stability of the desk. Ensuring that students 
develop a level of trust and security with using the furniture, the stability was carried 
through into the new products.  
 The movement of furniture by students was most seen with small chair 
movements, pulling chairs out, and pushing chairs in. Larger movements made by 
students with chairs were as a test of strength during classroom clean-ups and, at other 
times, the result of students wanting to discretely shift to a closer position to view a 
visiting lizard. When students did venture across the classroom with a chair, they lifted it 
over their head or were subjected to struggling with trying to maneuver the chair legs 
around existing furniture. For shorter chair movements from one table or desk cluster to 
another, students slid chairs across the carpet. When pulling a chair in to sit, students 
wrapped their feet around the legs and slide it across carpet in small distances. In even 
smaller movements of furniture, desks were shifted and aligned by teachers and also by 
students. Minor disagreements and conversation erupted between students over the 
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position of their desks, with some slightly pushing their desks back and forth. Throughout 
the day, students moved bins containing books, blocks, and math games. In classrooms 
providing bean bags and light weight soft seating, students easily moved items for movie 
watching and free center time. These movements allowed students to take some control in 
the classroom while also communicating to others through their actions. 
 In those classrooms with softer seating areas and sofas in the reading areas, 
students selected those areas first for group and individual activities when given the 
chance. These areas included bean bags and loose pillows that generally remained in 
these special areas. The attraction to these areas was comfort but also may have to do 
with the less rigid form of the furniture. 
 With these observations occurring at the end of the school year, the classrooms 
were cleaned-up in two of the case study classrooms. The students appeared eager to 
assist with clean-up and movement of furniture. Students participated in wiping down 
shelves, cleaning up books, cleaning off boards, emptying out desks, cleaning desktops 
with shaving cream, sliding desks, and stacking desks and chairs (see Figure 4.1).  
Eagerly taking to the physical challenge, several students lifted a desk or carried chairs to 
stack at the front of the classroom. This occasion for physical activity in the classroom 
excited the students and all took the advantage of moving around the room freely. 
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Figure 4.1. Photograph of Classroom Furniture After Clean-up 
 
 
 Although the chairs and desks dominated the classrooms, students utilized smaller 
products frequently throughout the day. Containers filled with blocks were an attractive 
play items in the classrooms during free times. Students moved book bins around the 
rooms and took them out of the rooms filled with library books. Pencil boxes were 
compact and were easily transported around surfaces, carried across the room, and taken 
outside.  In the classrooms most materials came from bins and students took 
responsibility for returning contents to bins. Pencil and crayons were kept in bins around 
rooms, along with other supplies such as glue (see Figure 4.2). This storage and access to 
bins gave students a level independence in the classroom. 
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Figure 4.2. Bins Holding Supplies in the Classrooms 
 
 
 The actions observed in the classroom were recorded in the anticipation that the 
new furniture types would be designed to support those interactions. These design 
features includes flexibility with seating, intimacy with furniture forms, ease of 
movement, challenges of physical activity, comfort, and independence. 
Student Interactions without Furniture 
 In addition to these direct interactions with the furniture, several actions seen in 
the classroom were indirectly affected by the furniture in the classroom including 
walking about the room through traffic paths created by the furniture arrangements, 
gathering on the floor as a whole class, lining up towards the back of the classroom, 
standing around the furniture looking at other’s work on a table top or a computer screen, 
conversing around a grouping of furniture, sitting and kneeling on floor, and laying on 
floor. All these activities, although they did not require that the students touch the 
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furniture, required that the student acknowledge and demonstrate an awareness of the 
arrangement of their environment.  
 During the observations, students walked around and left their seats throughout 
the day to accomplish such activities as walking to the teachers desk, conversing with 
other students, lining up to leave classroom, throwing scraps away, getting a drink from 
the water fountain, accessing lockers, sharpening pencils, skipping, retrieving and 
returning supplies, twirling or dancing across room, helping with handing papers out, and 
watering flower or performing assigned tasks. With items being located away from the 
static tables and desks, it gave students the opportunity to walk around the room, 
socialize with others, and exert energy.  
 Students engaged with the floor often throughout the day to sit with the class, 
work in small groups, or play in pairs or alone. When in small groups or pairs, students 
formed intimate spaces between desks when reading centers were occupied. Larger 
groups of students shifted their positions around desks. Those selecting to work on the 
floor knelt to use the floor as the work surface. When kneeling on the floor, students 
looked down at the work space most of the time and then looked up to visually engage 
with work partners.  The floor, although kept clear most of the time, functioned to dry 
projects due to lack to tabletop surface. This utilization of the floor, which 
accommodated a range of positions from laying down to jumping in the air, was a great 
value to the students. 
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Limitations with Existing Furniture 
 In observing the students throughout the day, limitations presented by the existing 
furniture included such obstacles as hindering of positions, incompatible dimensions, 
safety, and non-personalized furniture. Student’s positions were hindered with the solid 
backs of the chairs. Students constantly fidgeted and sought to sit comfortably on the 
chairs, obviously designed for a legs forward seated position. The design of the chair also 
worked against the idea of easily turning to view a teacher or other students. The 
configurations of the rooms required that students turned to view the teacher, leaving 
several students with their backs to the teacher at all times (see Figure 4.3). 
 
 
Figure 4.3. Example Diagrams of Inhibited Views 
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 It is the interpretation of the researcher that students enjoyed working together 
and being social rather than working alone. The students enjoyed working close. Often 
times to get close, students sat at the side of a desk, shifting their position to avoid or 
accommodate the metal bar and legs of the desk.  
 Limitations presented by the furniture during drawing and writing activities 
included height of desks, leaving the students to either prop themselves up on their legs in 
a chair or stand and hunch over the table top. When working on computers, the height of 
the table and size of the computer caused students to constantly look up, as did the 
placement of the television on a wheeling cart or above the corner storage unit. Students 
could lessen the angle of viewing by lying down but with the number of students and the 
amount of floor space this was often not an option.  
 Students rarely engaged with furniture surfaces from the floor. This engagement 
occurred only when students were stretching. The height of the furniture, with only the 
metal legs reachable from a seated position, resulted in a disconnection between the floor 
and furniture use.  
 Safety was not issue with the students and existing furniture except for the 
occasionally accident of falling out of a chair or falling back in a chair. It is quite possible 
that this occurred as a call for attention on the student’s part but students are prone to 
embarrassment when loss of balance happens. Along with the loss of balance, several 
students demonstrated an inattention to surface area, often resulting in supplies and pencil 
boxes falling off the desk surfaces causing disturbances and making a mess. 
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 The generic finishes for the desks and chairs limited the amount of 
personalization exhibited on the part of the student, with the exception of a laminated 
name tag. Students were given opportunities for creativity on paper, words, and building 
with toys, but they were given no creative outputs in their desks and chairs. That is not to 
say that the students do not make attempts to change the furniture. Several chairs 
contained crayon marks on the back and students often marked the desk surface and then 
returned to erase the markings.  
Benefits with Existing Furniture 
 In examining the relationships between students and furniture it is obvious that, 
just as there are limitations, there are positive elements recognized.  Solid table surfaces 
proved adequate for writing when a student is just learning cursive. Stable structures 
continually supported the weight of a child during simple actions and when they decide to 
stretch or jump on furniture placing greater weight and stress on the form. The storage of 
items within the desk allowed for easy access and a sense of personal space for the 
students, along with a name tag for marking territory. These beneficial elements, 
including stability in the desks and tables, solid surfaces, and basic storage, were carried 
through into the new forms designed during this study. 
Relationships of Students and Activities 
 Although student’s individual positions are unpredictable and prone to constant 
movement, there were particular positions currently associated with classrooms activities. 
These combinations included such relationships as writing on a solid writing surface with 
their head held close to the paper. When reading, students preferred a comfortable spot 
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and rest their book against either their lap or the furniture. When interacting with blocks 
or toys, students knelt or stood to allow for greater opportunities of movement not 
afforded in a cross-legged position or seated. Although some positions seemed common 
among students during activities, it was concluded that the relationships are difficult to 
define due to their dependence on the individual student’s preference, their scale, the 
permitted classroom behavior, and the positions of those around them. Accordingly, this 
relationship was a product of the affective, physical, cognitive and social development of 
a student. 
Validation Discussions 
 During certain times of the observation, questions arose that related to preference 
and activities. In validating the observed data, teachers expressed that their furniture 
preference was compatible with the type they had, whether it was individual desks or 
group tables. One teacher preferred desks because they offered the students more 
independence than tables. The teacher with tables preferred the tables because of the 
mess within desks. Positive and negative aspects were associated with both furniture 
types. When questioned about configurations, teachers confirmed that they kept them in 
the same position, although in one classroom the arrangement was put into row 
configurations to control student’s behavior and limit disruptions.  
 Suggestions from the teachers included dry erase surfaces on desks so that they 
could write on student’s desks rather than simply conveying information through verbal 
means. During the discussions, one teacher suggested edge contours to mimic the cutouts 
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in the rainbow-shaped tables in the classrooms. Most other questions asked to teachers 
confirmed the interpretations of the researcher.  
Arrangements and Inventories 
 The furniture arrangements seen in the classrooms were similar with slight 
changes in placement of rug space for class gatherings (see Appendix D). The inventories 
produced allowed for a better understanding of all that it stored within the classroom with 
most classrooms having the same items. While taking inventory, there were extra desks 
used as storage pieces when not needed for a student. These desks are often set against 
the wall and the top is cluttered with files and boxes. Designing the objects to function as 
alternative storage was included as an objective for this study. 
Behavioral Patterns 
 The behavioral maps and the observations aided in the understanding of the 
classrooms. The classrooms were arranged into a system of zones dominated by a class 
gathering area that occupied a large space with desks and tables taking up a large portion 
of the classroom and with learning centers lining the perimeter of the space. These areas 
remained fixed throughout the day. In examining the behavioral maps taken throughout 
the day, students utilized a great deal of the classroom space throughout the day (see 
Figure 4.4). When engaging in tasks away from their desks or table spots, students 
engaged the floor or soft surfaces demonstrating the preference for different seating 
surfaces. The clear floor space was a popular area for class gatherings and individual 
group work, supporting the interpretation that students value the floor. 
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Figure 4.4. Behavioral Maps of All Case Study Classrooms 
 
 
Drawing Activities 
 With the research and design process guided by a participatory approach, the 
inclusion of student’s insights into the design process was paramount. Students 
demonstrated an overall thoughtful consideration about their classroom environment with 
their drawings and their discussions of their drawings during discussions with the 
researcher. This activity instilled a sense of curiosity in the participating students to 
complete the drawings and allowed for reflection when discussing the outcome with the 
researcher. 
 Students began the drawing activity by thinking about and drawing their favorite 
spot in the classroom (see Figure 4.5 & Appendix E). This prompt gave students the 
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opportunity to depict what spots they deemed as valuable in the classroom. There was a 
large amount of overlap in preference with the most students drawing the reading centers, 
followed by chairs, rocking chairs, the computer stations, tables, with fewer students 
preferring the drawing centers, desks, rug areas, and places outside the classroom. It may 
be shown that through these drawings and discussions, students chose certain areas based 
on comfort, creative and stimulating actions, surrounding people, and current location. 
From there drawings, students were shown to value comfort, stimulation, and a place of 
their own. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Student Drawings 
 
 
 The second drawing required that students think about how they could improve 
the classroom furniture. Many of the students proposed ideas that demonstrated their 
ability to improve the classrooms with such additions as more table space for drawing in 
drawing centers, smaller seats, multiple spaces, soft seating, more seating, and greater 
storage for art supplies (see Figure 4.6). The drawings showed many variations in color 
with red and blue being dominate colors in the drawings next to no color. Few students 
developed a change in furniture purpose other than a moving television.  
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Figure 4.6. Student Drawings Showing Improvements 
 
 
 A major theme that emerged during the analysis of the drawings was movement. 
The addition of rockers and wheels on furniture demonstrated that students wanted to 
move in dynamic ways (see Figure 4.7). Several students drew furniture that could go up 
and down while others included swings and slides in the classroom.  
 In addition to movement, many improvements consisted of changing the forms 
and scale of the furniture. Accordingly, tables were drawn as circular or very long 
rectangles contrasting from the small rectangular shapes of the existing furniture. In one 
image, the furniture was drawn to fit together like a puzzle while in others the corners 
were all rounded.  
 The second grade students depicted a separation of classroom spaces. A number 
of students added a second level or cut the room up into smaller spaces that 
accommodated different activities. This demonstrated an interest in contributing to the 
layout of the classroom to improve it. Along with new spaces, students introduced new 
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products into the classroom through these drawings including more chairs in popular 
areas, more bean bags for lounging, and recycling cans in the drawing center. 
 
 
Figure 4.7. Student Drawings Showing Movement 
 
 
 The drawings themselves were analyzed for any emerging design elements. Most 
were two-dimensional with a horizontal emphasis, often including the floor. Lines used 
included mostly thin lines, either straight or curvy, that went in a variety of directions. 
The shape of the furniture exhibited a mix of rectangular and organic forms. Most 
textures read as smooth. The resulting themes from the analysis included movement, 
creativity, changes in scale, and introduction of more furniture in learning centers. These 
identified themes influenced the design beginning in the earliest stages of programming 
and schematic phases and continued throughout the process. 
   Design Process 
 The design process continued to demonstrate the action part of this participatory 
approach. Beginning with quick sketches during the classroom observations, the 
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evolution of the form flowed in a cyclical nature with a repetition of revisions throughout 
the design development and prototyping phases.  
Observations and Sketches 
 A collection of responsive sketches were generated during the classroom 
observations. In response to several observed functional issues, these sketches provided 
possible solutions such as adjustable table top heights, a built-in privacy fence for testing, 
and movable wall surfaces (see Figure 4.8). The solutions behind these sketches were 
considered during the programming phase and noted several problems observed in the 
classroom such as fixed table heights that required the students to make adjustments 
during use. 
 
 
Figure 4.8. Sketches from Observations 
 
 
Schematic Design 
 In response to the themes identified in the classrooms paired with those discussed 
in the literature review, a list of objectives was confirmed that characterized the design of 
the new furniture. The proposed furniture was intended to support the developmental 
needs of a child age 6 to 8, engage active relationships, promote flexibility, allow for 
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movement, provide multiple positions, encourage creative use, and enable building. Upon 
establishing these intentions, initial sketches were created that featured an array of 
generic forms shaped to provide a range of surfaces and act as a preliminary visual  study 
of how the forms could work together (see Figure 4.9). These sketches lead to the use of 
digital models to create potential forms that could easily be examined from all sides. The 
creation of two objects would provide for a wide range of interactions without creating 
too complex of an environment.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.9. Schematic Sketches  
 
 
 Through employing digital media, two distinctly sized blocks were established to 
act as starting templates for the objects. These blocks represented unique surface heights 
that when rotated provide a child-user with a multitude of combinations for different 
purposes that can work in a number of positions (see figure 4.10). Instead of leaving the 
products to a literal block shape, the forms were sculpted and shaped to afford a diversity 
of positions for interactions that compliment the positions observed in the classrooms. 
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The larger of the two blocks measured 25 inches high, by 19 inches wide, by 24 inches 
deep. The smaller block measured 18 inches high, by 13 inches wide, by 10 inches deep. 
These particular sizes related to standard seat and table heights along with standard 
heights of children between ages 6 to 8. To visualize potential configurations with the 
forms generated from the block, a small scale model of the classroom environment was 
created from poplar wood and a collection of the small foam blocks were produced to 
demonstrate the potential arrangements with the generic forms (see Figure 4.11). When 
cut-away through exploration of positive and negative space, these simple shapes 
presented voids and recesses that permit a child-user to rotate the forms and place the 
objects in positions that enable an infinite number of reciprocal actions. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.10. Silhouettes of Initial Blocks. Silhouette adapted from Happy Child by Chelgrrl69 (2010). 
Retrieved from http://www.mylot.com/w/image/2282906.aspx 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11.  Initial Blocks in Classroom Model 
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 During the digital form studies commencing with the simple block shapes, several 
features were included in the form studies. A storage bin was conceived for flexible 
storage so teachers and students had the option to store items within the products or 
around the classroom, exhibiting a level of independence afforded by the use of 
removable bins. The products in each model contained at least one surface finished with a 
dry erase surface paint. In order to provide the students with opportunities to actively 
develop their classroom environments, while also establishing uses for extra pieces, the 
products were designed to stack. The resulting set of preliminary digital models presented 
a number of concern including safety, usability, stability, comfort, and proportions. All 
the models consisted of a large object, a small object, and the option of a removable bin 
(see Figure 4.12).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.12.  Preliminary Digital Models. Child silhouettes adapted from Kids Silhouettes Vector. 
Retrieved from http://www.allfreelogo.com/rf-vector/696847-kids-silhouettes-vector.html 
 
 
 
 Model A featured a large object that could tilt in a certain direction due to angled 
supports and rotate in multiple directions (see Figure 4.13). The small object in Model A 
functioned as a seating surface, work surface, storage, and partition when rotated. The 
shape of the small object allowed it to rock when placed in a specific position. For 
storage, small removable bins spanned the length of the large object and fit in a collection 
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of location provided in the large object depending on use. The large object held up to four 
bins at varying levels. Areas of concern for the Model A included the stability of the 
large object with the removable bin due to items shifting and the comfort of the seat due 
to the flat hard surfaces.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.13. Model A Digital Renderings 
 
 
 Model B provided a slanted writing surface and a flat dry erase surface that 
allowed for a horizontal or vertical application (see Figure 4.14). The height of the small 
object can be adjusted through twisting a threaded seat column, moving the object up or 
down depending on the direction of the rotation. This adaptation would enable a student 
to determine the height most appropriate to the activity and their physical size. Concerns 
with Model B included limited storage and stacking abilities, along with wear and tear 
associated with the threaded column that could fail over time with extended use. 
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Figure 4.14 Model B Digital Renderings 
 
 
 Model C was the most stable of all four models due to its thickness and form (see 
Figure 4.15). The large object provided a dry erase surface and can stack to store books 
and papers. The large objects can rotate to provide two distinct surface heights and a 
slanted work surface provides for engagement while on the floor. The small object, 
similar to the one in Model B, was designed for movement up and down so the user can 
adjust the height through a threaded column support. The concerns with this model 
related to ease of rotation due to the rigid shape of the large object. This large object 
would require handles in order to move. The small object, with a curved bottom for 
rocking, was prone to tipping over and the proportions needed to be adjusted.  
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Figure 4.15. Model C Digital Renderings 
 
 
 Model D exhibited linear forms (see Figure 4.16). Through rotation and the 
opening and closing of a hinged panel, the large object provided for interaction from a 
kneeling position, seating position, and standing position. The removable bin functions to 
raise the height of the small object, which can rock in certain positions. The small object 
also exhibited a hinged top which can lift to provide a back support when used as seating. 
The concerns with Model D included comfort with the dominance of right angles and the 
durability with the hinged panels which lead to safety concerns.  
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Figure 4.16 Model D Digital Renderings 
 
 
Design Development Phase One 
  The digital models were critiqued by fellow students and committee members to 
identify positive and negative elements. Accordingly, the positive elements were then 
combined into a single pair of objects for further development. The resulting forms 
continued to embody a small, removable bin that would rest within a collection of voids 
scattered around the large object (see Figure 4.17). Taking shape from a combination of 
the preliminary models, the large object blended the storage from Model D with the 
stable form of Model C. Complementing curved leg forms were added to the large object 
to create edges that would contour a child’s body and visually soften the form, while also 
supporting the objects when rotated.  
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Figure 4.17.  Revised Classroom Products 
 
 
 Through rocking in one position and remaining stable in others, the resulting 
small object resembled the small object in Model. The simple form enabled the object to 
stack creating storage systems and partition walls constructed by the teachers and 
students. The movable parts, such as the threaded support columns and hinged panels, 
envisioned on several of the models were eliminated due to safety and lessened durability 
with extended wear and tear. In reflecting on the observations, the idea of a seat back was 
eliminated due to students rarely using the back of the seat to lean against during 
activities. 
Prototype Construction Phase One 
 The creation of full scale prototypes allowed for further analysis of the design in 
its current state. The prototypes aided in identifying potential problems with the forms 
and making necessary improvements to advance the design. These forms were created 
from Extruded Polystyrene Insulation, a dense foam material, for cost and ease of 
construction. The foam acted as a substitute for the proposed material of hollow plastic. 
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 Beginning with a paper template of the profile, the smaller of the two objects was 
constructed by ripping basic dimensions on the table saw and the radial arm saw, then 
using the band saw to cut out the profile of each layer (see Figure 4.18). The foam 
profiles were then glued together using hot glue. The hot glue allowed for quick drying 
and made it easy to disassemble the prototypes when revisions were needed, providing 
for a fluid and flexible construction process.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.18. Small Object Foam Prototypes Phase One 
 
 
 Using 2” thick foam, the large object was constructed by working with a digital 
model to determine the dimensions of the layers. Each layer was ripped and cut using a 
combination of the table saw and radial arm saw. Once cut, these layers of foam were 
stacked and angles were cut where appropriate using the table saw. Throughout the 
cutting process, each layer of foam was assigned a letter to assist with the assemble 
process. The leg pieces began with the use of templates and were cut using the band saw. 
The pieces of foam were then glued together and sanded to finalize the full scale form for 
critique (see Figure 4.19).  
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Figure 4.19. Large Object Foam Prototype Phase One 
 
 
 After this initial assembly of the basic form, a discussion occurred between the 
researcher and undergraduate assistant. The discussions of the forms included where to 
place cut-outs and curved edges. With this being a sketch model, locations were simply 
drawn on the form with marker for the cutting session. Other areas of discussion included 
the inclusion of a storage cubby within the angled center of the form, placement of dry 
erase surfaces for optimal use, a name tag, magnetic strips and possible removal of one of 
the legs. 
 Following the discussion, the layers of foam were taken apart and the recess for 
storage within the form was created by cutting down the layers and then gluing them 
together again. During this deconstruction, the edges of the flat surfaces were curved. 
These curves edges encouraged a more intimate experience with the furniture, wherein 
the user could become close in their engagement with the products. As this was intended 
to be a study model, the precise location of the curves was still explored. Using a knife, 
the form was carved to contour the rigid shape of the rectangular surfaces so the form 
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would embrace a student user and provide for a more ergonomic and comfortable 
relationship between user and form (see Figure 4.20).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.20.  Process Images of Large Object in Foam 
 
 
 Design Development Phase Two 
 These prototypes were judged with the concepts of form and usability.  With the 
objective of the products to foster creative and imaginative uses, a more asymmetrical 
form was envisioned to permit varied opportunities for diverse synergy between student 
and form.  
 After further discussions with the undergraduate assistant and discussions 
prompted by a graduate studio critique, the leg forms evolved from two simple curved 
forms to a leg and a solid panel, providing two unique surfaces for imaginative use and 
different activities. Appearing too bulky in certain positions, the leg form was changed to 
a more asymmetrical form. This prompted the anticipated use of rounded corners, 
numerous voids, and color to break-up the form visually. 
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 The design attribute of stacking the objects brought up concerns in both the large 
and small objects. In the large object’s process, the concern for a secure stacking feature 
prompted a short deviation from the current form to explore different shapes that would 
enable secure stacking by teachers and students. A series of models were explored and 
resulted in the return to a form similar to the initial object, with one leg replaced by an 
additional panel (see Figure 4.21).  
 
 
Figure 4.21. Sketch Models 
 
 
 The issue of stability was questioned in the small object as well. With these 
objects stacking to produce flexible storage and vertical partitions in the classroom, the 
risk of an object slipping on a single-axis, curved surface was a concern due to storage 
items shifting or irregular placement associated with child-users. Additional stabilization 
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was designed into the form of the small object through the introduction of small grooves 
and protruding dowels that would fit together in a tongue and groove manner when the 
objects were stacked, similar to a puzzle connection. A mock-up was done on an initial 
prototype to test the construction method using wooden dowels (see Figure 4.22). The 
initial test proved successful and, for the future prototypes, a template would assure 
accuracy with dowel and groove placement. The introduction of the support system 
altered the profile of the form, which presented both positive and negative issues. The 
placement of the grooves could be used for impromptu storage when using the small 
object in a rotated position. However, the inclusion of the dowel provided opportunities 
for some discomfort in specific positions.  
 In anticipation of the wear and tear placed on the prototypes by potential users 
and the weight of a child interacting with the prototypes, an inner support system was 
essential within the foam prototypes. The latest support system incorporated wooden 
dowels positioned throughout the objects in weak areas and in areas where the glue 
would not provide the necessary strength and support for minor but experimental use. 
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Figure 4.22. Testing of Dowels on Small Foam Object 
 
 
Prototype Construction Phase Two 
 In carrying out these revisions, a new collection of prototypes was constructed at 
full-scale. These new prototypes aided in the design development phase as revisions 
occurred throughout the construction process. Four of the small objects and two of the 
large objects were produced to demonstrate the many uses of the objects both alone and 
together. This collection of foam prototypes was constructed in part to study the form 
further but also to present the forms for a studio critique. 
 The construction of the small objects began with the fabrication of a cutting 
template made from hard board, rather than a simple paper template used before (see 
Figure 4.23). With constructing four of the small objects and each object needing six 
layers, a total of 24 layers were created. In order to control the placement of grooves, 
recesses, and openings, a template was used. The consistency between each layer 
permitted an ease in assembly and less surface variation. Drill holes marked the location 
of dowels on the template, allowing for consistency in location so inserting the wooded 
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supports would be consistent. The cut profile layers of the small objects and 
corresponding wooden dowels were cut, glued, sanded, patched, and painted. Generic 
handles were cut out on each of the objects for further contouring and shaping. During 
the painting stage, experimentation was exhibited though color and finish. Dry erase 
surface paint was applied to the flat side of the small objects and blue paint was applied 
to the interior of two of the objects. The color was introduced to highlight the handles and 
to add an accent to the object.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.23. Construction Process of Final Small Foam Prototypes 
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 The large objects were constructed through the same process, although instead of 
layering the foam, solid panels were cut and glued together (see Figure 4.24). The initial 
large prototype acted as a reference for the sizes of the panels. The use of solid panels 
gave the objects an overall consistent width in material. Voids were added to the three 
main surface areas that opened to the center storage cubby. These voids were cut to a size 
that would accommodate the small bins in width and an extended size in length to limit 
the risk of finger-pinching when used by a child during the placement of a bin. The voids 
also functioned as handles when rotating the objects. The dowel supports added strength 
to the weak areas of the inner cubby and the leg. Dry erase paint was then applied to the 
three large surfaces areas, followed by an introduction of blue paint to highlight the voids 
(see Figure 4.25).  
 
 
 
Figure 4.24. Construction of Final Large Foam Prototypes 
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Figure 4.25. Final Foam Prototypes 
 
 
 The small removable bins were basic in design. They exhibited a rectangular form 
with tapered sides that allowed for stacking. To construct the bin, mat board was cut on a 
laser cutter into a series of parts that were folded and assembled using glue (see Figure 
4.26).  These forms were placeholders and would be further developed for fabrication 
using a more durable material and construction method such as vacuum forming or heat 
forming plastic. 
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Figure 4.26. Removable Bins 
 
 
 To further display the abilities of the products in combination with one another, 
and with the limitations in constructing the quantity of prototypes needed to fill an entire 
classroom, a collection of small scale models were contrived using the laser cutter. The 
small models filled the small scale classroom model produced using poplar. These small 
models enabled the manipulation of the furniture and experimentation with arrangements 
in an entire classroom setting. These models were created on a laser cutter by making a 
series of profiles for the small objects that were glued together and a template for the 
large object that is scored and then folded into form (see Figure 4.27). The construction 
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process for the small object mimicked the full scale foam process, while the construction 
process for the large object at the small scale presented new possibilities for construction 
of full scale prototypes. This method of construction presented the idea that the large 
objects could be produced from a single sheet that would fold to form the structure of the 
object, creating a different aesthetic with thinner proportions.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.27. Small Scale Models of Prototypes  
 
 
Photographs and Visualization Phase Two 
 With classroom furniture, these products are designed for repetition of more than 
20 times in a classroom. The objects can be individually positioned by the students or set-
up by the teachers in a number of different configurations that reflect classroom activities 
and learning styles (see Figure 4.28). With the high cost and time required to produce 20 
pairs of the objects, a collection of digital model renderings, within a typical classroom, 
allowed for visualization of the products in their intended environment (see Figure 4.29).  
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Figure 4.28. Samples of Furniture Arrangements 
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Figure 4.29.  Digital Renderings of Foam Prototypes 
 
 
 To visualize the uses and demonstrate the possibilities of the final foam 
prototypes, a photo shoot took place with a child (see Figure 4.30). The photo session 
began with a number of positions exhibiting the large object as a work surface providing 
for a number of postures based on the combination of objects or the solo use of the large 
object from a kneeling position (see Appendix H). The child was given dry erase crayons 
and asked to model the ability to write or draw on the furniture surface on both the large 
object and small object. All the while, his materials and supplies were held in the 
removable bin that easily transferred from voids to floor. With the use of the lightweight 
foam, the child modeled the ability to lift the large and small objects and move them into 
the appropriate positions. As the small object was created to function on its own, the 
child modeled its versatility, beginning with its rocking ability both front to back and side 
to side in different orientations, then utilizing the piece as a reading desk from a floor 
position. Returning to the large object, the child modeled flipping the object to use it as a 
different seating surface, a lounge, and another work surface. 
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Figure 4.30. Child Modeling Products 
 
 
Design Critique 
 During a design critique with committee members, faculty, and fellow students, 
several concerns were brought into question including intended materials, production 
methods, material thickness, curves and beauty of the design, and shaping of voids and 
handles. On the contrary, minimal functional issues were raised. The intended material at 
the time was plastic, which lead to questions of production and material thickness. The 
intention was that the products may be either rotationally-molded or injection-molded 
creating a hollow, lightweight form. Although plastic was a valid choice, there were 
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critiques about the material choice and whether a more child-friendly, sustainable option 
was possible. In addition to the materiality concerns, a disconnection was observed 
between the profiles of the small and large forms, which could be identified as an issue 
with the fluctuation of material thickness between the small object and large object. This 
difference in material thickness was the result of the different construction methods, with 
the small object constructed of layers and the large object constructed of panels. Along 
with variations in thickness, more refinement was called for in the shaping of the voids 
and handles. Further revision was required for the rigid form to incorporate more 
meaningful curves and an overall beauty into the objects. The challenge of exploring 
materials and infusing more meaningful curves and connections into the forms were the 
goals of the next revisions and design developments. 
Design Development Phase Three 
 In an effort to address the concerns, the forms were further revised and examined. 
The revisions led to different material considerations in anticipation of constructing the 
material from a more durable material such as wood or plastic, rather than the foam. 
After deliberations with developing a plastic mold and the scale conceivable with those 
construction methods, a wood construction was deemed more suitable for the final 
prototypes and would provide students with a warm, easily identifiable, and natural 
product (Day, 2007).  
 With the weight of wood compared to the foam, a solid sheet construction at the 
needed material thickness would be too heavy to be a functioning prototype; therefore, 
experimentation began with a thin wooden frame to lessen the weight. A lighter, rigid 
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material such as an eco-plastic could rest within these wooden frames. The large object 
was proposed to have panels of wood with shaped edges that would be fastened together 
to form the shape, mimicking the thinner proportions seen in the small scale folded 
models (see Figure 4.31). The small object was constructed from the layering of sheets of 
wood. These construction methods resembled those used in the foam prototypes and 
continued to present a visual disconnection between the two forms, one with varying 
thicknesses and one with a static thickness.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.31. Small Wooden Frame Models 
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 To better connect the forms and infuse meaning into the curves, a new concept for 
construction was explored prompted by discussions with the committee members. In 
taking inspiration from a honeycomb or waffled structure with meaningful voids and 
surfaces, a more dynamic form emerged. A wooden, ribbed structure offered the strong 
structural elements needed while at the same time keeping it lightweight for easy 
movements and lifting by young children (see Figure 4.32). The overall shape and 
dimensions of the forms remained the same with the storage cubby still included. It was 
anticipated that the objects could be veneered with wood on the surface to provide solid, 
yet thin, surfaces for writing. However, there were concerns with veneering such a fluid 
form and hesitations about enclosing the form, resembling the original solid form. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.32. Digital Models of Ribbed Structure 
 
 
 The revised ribbed form was created and studied first as a digital model to explore 
potential profiles, leading to a more clear connection between the two pieces (see Figure 
4.33). The digital models were then broken down to produce a series of templates for 
cutting on a laser cutter, allowing the profiles and ribs could be produced with precision.  
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Figure 4.33.  Digital Models of Ribbed Products 
 
 
 A collection of small sketch models were produced using the laser cutter (see 
Figure 4.34). Through the production of these models, studies were done on the assembly 
process. Some changes were made to the slot positions based on the difficulty for 
insertion in some areas during the assembly process.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.34. Small Study Models 
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 In addition to the changes in slot locations, several form changes resulted from 
these initial laser cut models. The first change was to the small object in the slope of the 
profiles. The profiles were adjusted to allow for rocking in two directions, rather than just 
a side to side motion. This change resulted in a uniquely curved surface on both sides 
appropriate for comfort, multi-directional rocking, and stacking. With the new 
contouring, the tongue and groove detail present on the previous foam models was 
eliminated and no longer disrupted the profile on the small object. On the large object 
several ribs were cut to accommodate voids for the removable bins still present in the 
design. Once these changes were completed on the digital models, another set of small 
study models were cut, along with solid surface options to represent the veneered outside 
shell (see Figure 4.35). 
 At the time the plan was to veneer the exterior of these forms and possibly leave 
some areas open to expose the frame and provide voids for the bins. After discussions 
with the undergraduate assistant and the committee chair, an option was presented for 
having the objects fully-veneered, semi-veneered, or completely open. The attraction to 
the open gridded construction method was that it added a level of transparency absent in 
the solid structure and presented students with the opportunity to add to the form. 
Although there existed concerns about surface use, it was anticipated that the ribs could 
lead to more imaginative uses when left open, with students being able to use the inner 
spaces to personalize the products. This concept of offering the product three ways was 
reconsidered after a discussion with a committee member about the benefits of the ribs 
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allowing the object to ship flat. The introduction of the veneer would require the form to 
be shipped fully assembled, so it was decided that the product would remain uncovered. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.35 Small Model Process for Assembly 
 
 
 In the absence of a veneered exterior, removable surfaces were developed that 
incorporated a waffle back to fit into the ribbed frame securely (see Figure 4.36). This 
provided the users with a flat, solid surface suitable for writing on. The removable 
surface also performed on its own as a lap desk or placed on the floor. This addition of a 
removable surface with waffle back lead to a redistribution of the ribs to form a 
consistent grid on the large object and a compatible grid on one surface of the small 
object. For the waffle back to work on both objects, the waffles were placed in a distinct 
pattern. With the relationships in size between the grid and waffle back, the removable 
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surfaces can be moved around the large objects in both horizontal and vertical 
applications. 
 
 
Figure 4.36. Removable Surface Renderings 
 
 
 Along with the removable surface, a removable bin was designed to accompany 
the objects to allow for independence and organization in the classroom. These bins are 
designed to fit within the ribbed structure with two handles on the sides that allow for a 
student to pickup and place the bin without pinching their fingers (see Figure 4.37). With 
fitting into the structure of the large object, there is a limited possibility for students to 
inadvertently knock the bins and supplies onto the floor of the classroom. The placement 
of the bin engages the users in cognitive activities with determining placement and 
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physical activities associated with placement of bins within the voids. The bins are small 
and can easily more from the floor to the voids. The bins are also usable within the small 
object to provide for additional storage when the small objects are stacked.  
 
 
Figure 4.37. Removable Bin Renderings 
 
 
 In discussions with committee members, structural concerns were raised about the 
weakness of the leg structure in the large object. Instead of doubling the thickness of the 
material at these weak points, the ribs were extended and connected to other ribs at the 
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points of weakness. Along with extending ribs to provide a stronger frame, it was decided 
that the Baltic birch plywood would include a combination of a 1/8” thickness on several 
interior ribs and a 1/4” thickness on the exterior ribs, framing the object (see Figure 4.38). 
This combination allowed for a more stable form but kept the products lightweight. This 
combination provides visual interest and also gives students the opportunity to classify 
and categorize thicknesses first hand.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.38. Photograph of Varying Material Thickness 
 
 
Prototype Construction Phase Three 
 Before cutting the ribs out of wood, full scale cardboard prototypes were 
produced. The small object was cut first (see Figure 4.39). In experimenting during the 
construction of the pieces, several ribs were divided to allow for assembly around tight 
areas. The ribs were also divided in several areas due to the size of the laser cutter beds, 
the ribs on the large object were cut into two or three parts to fit within the 18 x 24 bed. 
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The divisions were made through the use of a custom dovetail connection between each 
piece (see Figure 4.40).  The small and large objects were assembled using a labeling 
system that had been designed and cut into the ribs (see Figure 4.40). The labels placed 
on the ribs were unique to the direction of the ribs and the location in the progression. 
The cardboard prototypes were used to visualize and examine the scale of the object and 
detect any issues with the templates before cutting the wood pieces. In examining the 
small object, there was concern about the size of the grid in relation to the shoe size of a 
user who may sit cross-legged or in a kneeling position on the object and the possibility 
of a shoe being caught and presenting a safety risk. The grid was therefore tightened to 
limit the risk of an incident occurring. 
 
 
Figure 4.39. Small Object Cardboard Prototype 
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Figure 4.40. Joints and Labeling for Assembly 
 
 
 Upon cutting the large object out of cardboard, the object was assembled (see 
Figure 4.41). Several changes were made to the lengths of several rib profiles, including 
shortening some of the profiles to give the illusion of a curved edge rather than a straight 
edge (see Figure 4.42). To make the form truly fluid and limit the probability of their 
being a designated up or down orientation, all right angles were eliminated throughout 
both objects before the final digital templates were created for the full scale plywood 
prototypes. 
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Figure 4.41. Large Object Cardboard Prototype 
 
 
 
Figure 4.42 Revisions to Edges 
 
 
 Following several changes made to the cardboard prototypes, the final wood 
templates were cut from a combination of 1/8” and 1/4” Baltic birch plywood. Following 
the sanding of the ribs, the small and large objects were assembled using the labeling 
system that had been designed and cut into the ribs (Figure 4.43, & Figure 4.44). Due to a 
tight radius and thickness of material at several locations on the large object, three ribs 
were unable to be placed within the grid during assembly. After discussing the possible 
solutions for including the ribs with the undergraduate assistant, the ribs were each 
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divided into two pieces using the custom joint and cut again. In addition to revising 
several ribs for fit, the single leg structure on the large product proved weak and prone to 
swaying. To strengthen the leg, an existing rib was extended to make the leg three ribs 
wide instead of two ribs wide (see Figure 4.45). This change added more stability and did 
not detract from the aesthetics of the form. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.43. Small Object Prototype Assembly 
 
 
 
Figure 4.44. Large Object Prototype Assembly 
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Figure 4.45. Revisions to Final Prototype 
 
 
 While the forms of the ribbed objects progressed, the removable surfaces were 
constructed with a waffle back. With the interest of having the waffle back fit snuggly on 
the frame, the use and fit was tested continually during construction (see Figure 4.46). 
The initial digital model had the waffles covering the entire back of the removable 
surfaces but, upon testing, only three rows were needed on the back of each surface 
leading to a shortened assembly time and lower weight. Through testing it was 
discovered that placing the surfaces within the grid took time with having to match up the 
grid. This task would beneficially engage the user’s cognitive and physical abilities. With 
the pieces fitting together like a puzzle, the user would have to establish an understanding 
between the two forms and physically work to combine the two. This activity would 
develop skills in cognitive thinking and physical manipulation.  
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Figure 4.46. Removable Surface 
 
 
 The removable bin, accompanying the objects, was created through vacuum 
forming plastic over an form constructed from medium density fiberboard (see Figure 
4.47). During this process, both styrene and soft foam were used. Ultimately, the styrene 
provided a more durable piece. Although, the soft foam afforded the possibility of 
interesting actions and uses with the ability to squish and fold the bins that then spring 
back to shape. The concern with the foam bin was the risk of falling through when the 
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weight of items stored within the bin was too great. The shape of the final bin easily fit 
into the frame of the large object at certain areas in both a horizontal and vertical 
application, allowing the user to engage and move the bin to a number of positions that 
may be reached from the floor and a standing position. 
 
 
Figure 4.47. Removable Bin 
 
 
Photographs and Visualization Phase Three 
 To illustrate the products and the uses, a series of visualization exercises were 
conducted. Due to the production of only one pair of wooden prototypes, a rendering was 
created to illustrate how multiples of the products would appear in a classroom (see 
Figure 4.48). The ability to make a combination of minor and major changes with the 
products creates an ever-changing environment that is full of surprises and new 
experiences daily. Ultimately, the options for configuration are limitless (see Figure 
4.49).  
 The products were individually modeled by children to show a selection of 
intended uses for the products (see Figure 4.50 & Appendix J). During the photo shoot, 
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the children modeled the range of positions available with the forms including 
combinations of the small object and large objects, along with using the forms separately. 
Physical activities were modeled with a child lifting the products over their head and 
rotating the products into new positions. Cognitive activities were exhibited with a child 
counting the number of cells in a row and weaving fabric through the frame to create and 
learn.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.48 Final Products in Classroom 
 
 
 
Figure 4.49. Sample of Possible Configurations  
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Figure 4.50. Product Use Photographs 
 
 
Future Explorations 
 Just as the classroom environment should be ever-changing, these products too 
can continue to evolve. These products may be examined more through testing sessions, 
above and beyond the light testing exhibited during the photo shoots. A more extensive 
test of the products could include outfitting a classroom with these forms and allowing 
the students to experiment over an extended period of time. It is anticipated that changes 
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resulting from future product tests could include improved structural stability and 
inclusion of a thicker material or addition of a stronger internal material such as 
aluminum hidden within the ribs. Other evolutions resulting from testing sessions could 
include exaggerating or revising the curves in the ribs based on observed student 
interactions. 
 Along with examining its durability and longevity, the material itself can still be 
explored. The use of the ribs can lead to potential applications of other materials such as 
a bio-plastic, bamboo, or cork for sustainable and aesthetic purposes. The inclusion of 
new material could impact the entire form or could border the wooden ribs to protect the 
product during bumps and handling. Accordingly, color may also be experimented with 
further. Color could reflect the material’s natural finish, a stain, or a paint surface (see 
Figure 4.51). With the natural wood it is possible that the students, teachers, or school 
staff could opt to paint the entire object or a selection of ribs. Paint could be applied to 
match school colors, which are prominent throughout the school environment. 
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Figure 4.51. Color Studies 
 
 
 As students and teachers have the opportunity to bring additional elements to 
these objects, it is fair to predict that different accessories could be produced to further 
strengthen the realm of possibilities with these objects. Accessories, in addition to the 
removable bin and removable surface, could include such items as a lighting element, a 
soft surface, additional storage, and a name tag. During the photo shoot, additional items 
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were modeled with the products to show the possibilities including a pillow, games 
relating to the structure, and weaving or craft exercises (see Figure 4.52). There is also a 
grand opportunity for accessories that could complement subject matter being introduced 
at the time that a school could purchase such as a measuring tool for learning to measure 
and mathematical games. The accessories currently provided with the objects are 
intended as a starting point and anticipated to grow through designed add-ons and those 
imagined by the users. 
 
 
Figure 4.52 Examples of Additional Accessories Used with Products 
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 With the products intended for classroom use, mass production would be 
necessary. The final wooden prototype was constructed on a laser cutter, but with the 
time and energy consumed during the production of a single pair of objects this 
fabrication method would not be the most economical and practical production method at 
a large scale. Suggestions for exploration would include CNC production, water jet 
production, plastic molding, and dye cutting. All methods, of course, have their pros and 
cons and many would require a mock-up prototype to test the form in that method.  
 These future explorations are driven by the themes of movement and engagement, 
creativity, scale, comfort, and multiple positions observed in the classrooms and 
conveyed in the student’s drawings. The despecialized nature of the design, even through 
evolution, can continue to be examined with relation to a child’s perceived affordances 
and to test their developmental abilities.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
 
 The framework and justification provided by the theories of affordance, middle 
childhood, and third teacher supported the synthesis of a design process that engaged 
students and teachers in a participatory approach. The input of student-identified needs 
and classroom improvements fortified better-informed design decisions. The student 
drawings communicated various issues described by students accompanied by thoughtful 
solutions to those issues through visual and verbal means. During the design process, the 
use of both digital and physical process models of proposed furniture forms prompted 
valuable discussions with committee members, faculty, and fellow students. The insights 
collected during those discussions and critiques, along with the information collected 
from the participating classroom teachers and participating classroom students, 
ameliorated the classroom furniture designs produced as a result of this investigation. 
Designing Relationships 
 The series of products created during this investigation successfully exhibited the 
despecialized nature intended in these imagination-evoking and responsive classroom 
furnishings. The concept of a generic form for unanticipated use is visible in the 
asymmetrical, rotatable forms. The light-weight construction of the products allows 
students to easily move and manipulate the products to form customized learning spaces 
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and modify their environment. The products also work with other accessories that may 
accompany the furniture in the classroom including pillows and books.  
 The principles of the third teacher philosophy were used during the design process 
through the maturation of an intriguing form and transparent structure that relates to the 
scale of the products, in addition to promoting active learning through opportunities for 
exploration and hands-on movements. With the responsive nature of the products, 
collaboration, reciprocity, and relationships may develop during the interactions of 
students with the products.  
 Through the consideration of developmental appropriate design elements, the 
products are intended to promote physical, cognitive, social, and effective development. 
With the ability to rock, stack, and rotate, the products themselves encourage the students 
to become physically active while using the products and challenge them with balancing, 
lifting, and manipulation activities. Cognitive challenges are present through the 
consideration of product placement, product exploration, and product creativity. Through 
the act of doing things with these products, students engage in shared activities that may 
strengthen social skills and social awareness with other students in the class. Through the 
customization and creative outlets designed into the object, students can display their 
personality and character in a more imaginative way. 
Participatory Design 
 The inclusion of users in the design process added value to the decision making 
process and provided a number of themes, such as movement, variation in scale, and 
more variety, used to inform the researcher of elements that students found valuable in 
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the classroom. The ability to observe the classroom environment provided the designer 
with many answers and a valid reference to use throughout the design process. The 
activities observed in the classroom and the positions of the students throughout the day 
support the idea that children are constantly moving. The observations provided a 
collection of both positive and negative aspects of the furniture that provided direction 
for the design decisions.  
Challenges 
 Throughout the participatory process, the main challenge was the use of an 
intensive study for the observations and drawing activities and lack of extensive 
approach. The longevity of the study and interactions with the participants where 
designed to fit within the time line of the program and related to IRB lead times and 
school approval lead times. More opportunities for engagement with the participants 
could further benefit from a more extensive participatory study, including participants 
more throughout the design phase.  
Future Studies  
 The nature of this study encourages new studies involving end-users in the design 
process. Extending the drawing activity over a more prolonged period would give 
participating students even more opportunities to think about their classroom products 
and their interactions with the products, enriching the experience for both the researcher 
and students involved. A testing session would be the next step in the investigation of 
these products to test uses over time and in the proposed environment. This, of course, 
would require multiple productions of the forms involving financial means to produce the 
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models, time for construction and studies, and further IRB approval for student 
participation. As with many designs studies, further explorations arise as the design 
progresses. Further material explorations would benefit the form with the possible 
inclusion more sustainable and durable materials, accompanied by color or different 
finishes. With the anticipation of the products shipping flat and being assembled on site, a 
testing session of assembly would benefit the product prior to marketing and large scale 
production.   
Designing for and with Children 
 Through this study, a new collection of products were designed that accommodate 
a range of different learning postures and support active learning. These products were 
designed with the intention of creating positive relationships between the student and the 
classroom furnishings during varying activities.  Engaging the users in the process 
affected the design outcome in that the program incorporated more user specific needs 
observed first hand and represented in student drawings. Aesthetic and functional 
elements adopted to create these new types of furnishings were influenced by both the 
existing literature through the discussion of developmentally appropriate design and 
despecialization, while  pulling further from the student drawings collected from the 
participating classrooms.` 
 The importance of this study is that it demonstrates the advantage of involving the 
child in the design process. Through this inclusive process, the classroom furnishings 
developed in this study were designed for change. As the learning process itself is a 
progression of change and growth, so too should the environment and furniture 
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supporting those in that environment. In conclusion, it was revealed during this study that 
the inclusion of participants in a design process provided valuable information, working 
from basic forms can enable the production of despecialized objects beneficial for 
imaginative use, and that a design is never complete when the user continually, through 
use and adaptation, has the ability to change the function and meanings. The design 
process is continuous, even after it leaves the designers hands, when a product is 
designed for creativity, flexibility, change, and independence.  
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Fig. B.1. Classroom A utilizes tables and chairs  
 
 
Fig. B.2. Classroom A provides child size rocking chairs in 
the reading center. 
 
  Fig. B.3. Classroom A storage in the reading and drawing 
center. 
 
 
 
Fig. B.4. In classroom A, Books are stored in loose bins on 
the floor. 
 
 
Fig. B.5. Classroom A, a loose student desk is used as a 
storage piece. 
 
  Fig. B.6. Classroom A, Inadequate storage with fixed 
shelving system. 
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Fig. B.7. Classroom A with group tables uses individual 
pencil boxes and a shared bin in the middle of each table. 
 
 
Fig. B.8. Chairs in classroom A had crayon drawings on the 
backs hinting at the potential for students to use uncommon 
spaces to draw. 
 
 
Fig. B.9. Classroom A using extra student desks as storage for 
overhead projector. 
 
 
Fig. B.10. Classroom B overhead projector is stored on floor. 
 
 
Fig. B.11. Classroom B books are stored in bins on shelves. 
 
 
Fig. B.12. Classroom B utilizes individual desks with front 
access storage. 
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Fig. B.13. Classroom B provides an upholstered sofa in 
reading center and shelves positioned for a semi-private 
space. 
 
 
Fig. B.14. Classroom B provides large chairs at rainbow table 
for teacher and visiting parents. 
 
 
Fig. B.15. Classroom C stores extra desks off to the side. 
 
 
Fig. B.16. Classroom C provides an area of soft seating at the 
front of the classroom. 
 
 
Fig. B.17. Classroom C provides an upholstered sofa in the 
reading center. 
 
 
Fig. B.18. Classroom C utilizes individual desks. 
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Fig. B.19. Classroom C uses cubbies for student mailboxes. 
 
 
Fig. B.20. Classroom D provides an array of soft seating in 
the reading center. 
 
 
Fig. B.21. Classroom D uses adjustable shelves in the art 
center. Students then have to draw at a table or on the floor. 
 
 
Fig. B.22. Classroom D stacked chairs and desks. 
 
 
Fig. B.23. Classroom D utilizes individual desks with open 
front storage. 
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Figure C.1. Visualization of Observed Classroom Activities 
 
List of Observed Classroom Activities: 
Reading    Drawing     Math  
Writing    Class gatherings on floor   Building with Blocks 
Computers   Lining up     Access lockers  
Eating    Morning work    Small groups on floor 
Small group at table  Small group at desks   Sit on Sofa  
Sit at desks to await instruction Stand at desk    Play& Learn in centers 
Sit at desks   Watching a movie    Sit at tables 
 
 
Figure C.2. Visualization of Observed Student Positions and Actions 
 
 
Observed Student Positions and Actions: 
Jumping    On floor     Stretching 
switch lights off or on  use table surface for work   Use supplies 
Laying on floor   Cross-legged on floor   Rocking 
moving furniture   Carry bins and supplies   Looking around   
Talking    Leaning on furniture   Kneeling 
Standing    Walking around room   Sitting in chair 
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Classroom A 
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Classroom B 
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Classroom C 
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Classroom D 
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DRAWING ACTIVITY SCRIPT 
 
Good Morning/Afternoon, my name is Stephanie Brooker. I am a graduate student at the 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro or UNCG. I am here in your classroom today to ask 
for your help on a research project about classroom furniture.  
 
What furniture is in the classroom now? (Students will name furniture in the classroom)  
 
What is your favorite spot in the classroom? Where do you like to be in your classroom? 
 
If you were asked to change the classroom to make it better, what would you do? Would you 
change the places that the furniture are in? Would you make it a different color? Would you 
change all the desks and chairs? 
 
For my project I am going to be drawing and making new classroom furniture that is different 
than the furniture you are using today.  
 
So what I need you help with is sharing your ideas and telling me through a picture how your 
classroom furniture could be better.  
 
I ask you to be in a drawing activity today. For this drawing activity I will give you two pieces of 
paper. On the first piece it says “My favorite spot”. On this piece you will draw a picture of your 
favorite spot in the room. On the second piece of paper it says “How I would make the furniture 
better”. On this piece of paper you will draw a picture to show me how you would change the 
furniture in the classroom to make it better. 
 
For these drawings first think about what your favorite spot in the classroom is and why is that 
your favorite spot in the classroom? Then for the second drawing this about how you would 
make the classroom furniture better. Ask yourself what furniture you use in the classroom and 
why do you like using that furniture? Also ask yourself what furniture you do not like to use in 
the classroom and why do you not like using that furniture? Could you move the furniture in the 
classroom? Would you use different colors? Would you use different types of furniture? Would 
you change the desks or chairs? 
 
I have crayons for you to use and share to draw your pictures. You will have thirty minutes to 
draw your pictures. While you are drawing I will walk around to your desks and if you want to 
you can tell me about your drawings and ideas. I thank you for helping me with my project and 
am excited about hearing your ideas and seeing your drawings. 
 
Are there any questions? 
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Analysis of Student Drawings 
 
 
Figure E.1.  Visualization of Favorite Spots in the Classroom 
 
Favorite Spots in the Classroom Identified by Students: 
Reading Center    Rug 
Computer Station    Object not present in classroom 
Rocking Chair Teacher Chair   Chairs 
Drawing Center    Table 
Desk 
 
 
Figure E.2.  Visualization of Student Improvements 
 
Suggested Improvements by the Students: 
 New furniture introduced   Community or whole class 
 Movement    Technology 
 Scale     Function 
 New space    Form 
 Purpose     Color 
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Project Questions
Project Issues
Description
Type of User Description  Current Activities
Teacher
occupy classroom for 8 
hours a day. Have 
controll over layout and 
classroom management
adjusts desks, plans 
activities, directs 
students where to go, 
walks around room to 
assist students, sits at 
teacher desk or 
kidney bean table
Parents
visit classroom 
occasionally 
sit in student chairs or 
stand
First Grade Student
occupy classroom for 7 
hours a day
sit
lean
sitting on floor
walking
line up
stand
laydown
Primary Objects Programming 
Location
Users
Project Description
1. What is the relationship between the child and classroom products?
2. How can the products support a child's development?
3. What aesthetic and functional elements can be adopted to create a new typology for active classroom furniture?
Child Safety
Encourages divergent thinking in a convergent thinking curriculum
Promotes an active environment even with a passive curriculum
A typical first or second grade classroom located in an Elementary School. 
Potential needs and Interactions
classroom management, provide for scaffolding, storage needs, organizational 
assistance, assistance with educational activities
seating when visit, assist with clean‐up
laydown, work in groups, use surface space for drawing, writing, and reading, 
Second Grade 
Student
occupy classroom for 7 
hours a day
sit
lean
sitting on floor
walking
line up
stand
laydown
laydown, work in groups, use surface space for drawing, writing, and reading, 
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Type of User
Child
Measurements for 5 
to 6 years
Detailed Information
Anthropometrics of Child Users
Measurements for 7 
to 8 years
Height Range 
Standards
*Data and Graphics used in this section were adopted from Interior Graphic Standards  by McGowan & Kruse (2004).
User Heights:
                                    Child Age 6 to 8:                  40" to 52"
                                    Adult Height:                         Varies
Seat Heights:
                                    Child Seat Height Range:   10" to 13" 
                                    Adult Seat Height Range:   18" to varies
Surface Heights:
                                    Child Seated on Chair:       19" to 23"
                                    Child Seated on Floor:        10" to 13"
                                    Child Standing:                    21" to 25"
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Classroom Positions Noted
Classroom A
Sitting
Standing
Sitting Cross‐legged
Kneeling
Classroom B
Sitting
Standing
Laying down
Kneeling
Sitting cross‐legged
Classroom C
Sitting
Standing
Laying down
Kneeling
Sitting cross‐legged
Classroom D
Sitting cross‐legged
Sitting
Standing
Kneeling
Leaning on Desk
Complimenting Elements
Physical
Adjustable to accommodate 
a variety of student sizes, 
encourage student to move, 
light enough for students to 
lift, 
Prohibiting Elements
Set heights
Actions and Positions of Student Users
Child User Developmental Dimensions
Activities observed
sitting in chair, walking around room, cross‐legged on floor, kneeling, using supplies, carrying bins and supplies, 
standing, talking, leaning on furniture, laying on floor, using table surface, looking around, rocking, switching 
lights on and off, moving furniture
sitting in chair, walking around room, leaning on furniture, talking, crossed‐legged on floor, on floor, moving 
furniture, kneeling, looking around, standing, using supplies, carrying bins and supplies, using table as surface, 
stretching, laying on floor, rocking, jumping
sitting in chair, walking around room, standing, moving furniture, carrying bins and supplies, using table 
surface, on floor, using supplies, looking around, leaning on furniture, talking, kneeling, crossed‐legged on 
floor, jumping, stretching, rocking, switching lights off on, laying on floor
standing, sitting in chair, walking around room, carrying bins and supplies, talking, moving furniture, using 
supplies, crossed‐legged on floor, on floor, looking around, leaning on furniture, kneeling, jumping, using table 
surface, stretching, switching lights on and off, rocking
Desired Conditions
At this age children improve their physical abilities in 
activities such as balancing, running, jumping, and 
throwing, while enhancing their fine motor skills (Zembar 
et al., 2009). Perceptual skills evolve and include a “shift in 
dominate sensory, increase in intrasensory 
communication, and development of perception of body 
awareness” (p.103).
Cognitive
allow for divergent thinking 
activities, requires the user 
to consider placement for 
activitiy, encouraging 
imaginative interactions, 
encourages user to make 
calculation.
Affective
provide variety in furniture, 
allows for the opportunity to 
play and experiement, 
Social
provide for a diverse forms 
of interaction, usable with 
others.
students placed in specific spot
Supports only convergent activities
all furniture identical
Children develop their individual sense of self‐worth and 
self competency during these years (Zembar et al.,2009). 
Children are mostly motivated through challenging 
activities that lead to “curiosity, persistence, task 
autonomy, [and] desire for novelty” (p. 246). Experiences 
designed to motivate a child are characterized by 
immersion “in an activity, merging actions and awareness, 
focusing attention, lacking self‐consciousness, and feeling 
in control of the environment and actions” (p. 246). 
Cognitive development in middle childhood focuses on 
“how children develop thought and problem‐solving skills 
in direct interactions with the environment through the 
processes of assimilation and accommodation” ( Zembar 
et al. 2009, p. 188). Cognitive development for children at 
6 to 8 is marked by a number of components including 
“increased short term capacity, faster processing speed, 
improved [attention and] focus, improved mnemonic 
strategies, increased knowledge base, greater 
automaticity, and greater metacognition” (p. 176).  
Children learn through observation by watching their 
peers, family, and friends to determine appropriate and 
achievable behavior (Zembar et al., 2009). 
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Dimensional 
Electrical
Lighting
Temperature
Configuration
Organization
Olfactory
Tactile Elements
more variety in lighting to compliment activity, possible lighting options in activity 
centers
outlets located around room, some stationary 
furniture used to support electronics (CD 
player, projector,etc)
provide furniture that can easily be moved that supports the technology included in 
the classroom such as computers, projectors, and music players.
(16) 2 x 4 fluorescent flush mounted with 
parabolic diffusers, some table lamps present, 
daylighting through windows
limited storage compared to needs. Items are 
often exposed leading to clutter
Items hidden until needed, reachable by students and teachers easily
cold hard surfaces, hard floor with carpet over 
concrete, classrooms that provide couch 
provide tactile experience
touchable surfaces
engage the senses or provide associations with other scents
Third Teacher Principles
Existing Conditions Desired Conditions
remain comfortable
Environmental Conditions
configuration of furniture is set in groups, 
static desk or table arrangements
allow for movement and unlimited configurations
Existing Conditions Desired Conditions
temperature constant in classrooms, 
temperature of furniture often cold to touch 
with plastic and metal
furniture used by occupants and traffic paths 
dominate floor space of classroom
create a flexible space using new prodcuts that can be manipulated by occupants and 
can confrom to easily and quickly provide a clear floor space
Transparency
Active Learning
Flexibility
Collaboration
Reciprocity
Bringing the outdoors 
in
Relationships
Aesthetics incorporate students art, change, engage the senses
define the relationship, could students define 
relationship
provide furniture that enables a positive relationship
the classrooms do not respond to students 
but rather students respond to environment
small items move such as books, activity 
packets, when another class visits they are 
cramped
moveable and changeable furniture, not just flexible in movement but also flexible for 
activity
Classroom predominantly changed by teacher provide products that allow for all stakeholders to work with and in the environment
teacher area clearly marked, space divided by 
activities
uninhibited movement in the classroom, awareness of everything
static environment, students move to learning 
centers to engage with materials, 
provide furniture that can be easily moved to create different learning stations, create 
environment that compliments the students active movements
provide products the respond to students, teachers, and stakeholders
some classrooms include plants embody the elements seen in nature, make the classroom seem alive
many posters
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Photographs of Existing Furniture
Reading Centers with Upholstered Sofa
Chair and Table Combination:
Student Rocking Chairs in Reading Center:
Desks set to same height and configured by teachers:
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Sofa Pillows on Floor:
Multi‐Use Easel for Presentation and Storage:
Make‐shift 'centers' hangers and poles:
Storage Shelf with Removable Separator:
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Dimensions Square Footage
Classroom A 32'‐6" x 30'‐0" 960 sq ft
Classroom B 32'‐6" x 30'‐0" 960 sq ft
Classroom C 32'‐6" x 30'‐0" 960 sq ft
Floor Plan
Classroom Characteristics:
‐ chairs and tables support the students
‐ Furniture is placed in set location 
‐ U‐shape to allow for clear floor space
Existing Square Footage
Classroom Characteristics:
- chairs and desks support the students
- Furniture is placed in set location 
- Floor space provided in corner of 
room
Classroom Characteristics:
‐ chairs and desks support the students
‐ Furniture is placed in set location 
‐ U‐shape to allow for clear floor space
Spatial Dimensions/needs
Classroom D 32'‐6" x 30'‐0" 960 sq ft
Classroom Characteristics:
‐ chairs and desks support the students
‐ furniture is placed in set location
‐ floor space provided on side of room
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Classroom A Classroom B Classroom C Classroom D Average Used Spae
Line Up Space 75 42 75 42 58.5
Coat and Backpack 
Storage
90 90 90 90 90
Morning Work Space 132 159 148 192 157.75
Reading Center 36 56 73 71 59
Snack Area 132 159 148 159 149.5
Teacher Area 56 65 47 35 50.75
Clear Floor Space 99 94 84 131 102
Computer Area 24 23 27 23 24.25
Usability
Accessibility
Support
Safety
Developmentally 
Appropriate
Adaptability
Material Selection
Design of products must not exclude anyone from participating in use activities
Design must support students in intended positions, but must also support student in unintending positions, Also support visitors to the 
classroom including adults
Case Study Spatial Distribution
Design Concerns and Constraints
Spatial and Product Needs 
students must understand how to use furniture (Cognitive)
Safe tactile cleanable cost
Able to adapt and support various activties in the classroom
challenges students physical, cognitive, affective, and social abilities. Not over challenging though
Balance, material, weight, moveability, finger‐pinching, falling, stability…
 
Uses Design issues
Chairs sit, stand, kneel, turn, push
one direction seating, one 
height seating, tip over
Desks
write‐on, eat‐on, lean, 
stretch, sit, security
one direction use, not easy 
to move, tip over,
Tables write‐on, eat‐on
non‐individual, one height, 
student must move to 
accommodate
Descriptive 
Adjectives 
Objectives
*Formating of programming document adopted from course documents distributed in Social & Behavioral Aspects of Interior Architecture . IAR 
331 taught by Marshall‐Baker (2010).
Existing Product Descriptions
Description
Plastic formed, supports upright position
support the developmental needs of a child age 6 to 8, engage active relationships, promote flexibility, allow for movement, provide 
multiple positions, encourage creative use, and enable building. 
Design Concept
movable, dynamic, asymetrical, reflection of child‐user, small scale, proportionally balanced, part to part relationships.
Static, box form, features name tag on desk, storage for student supplies
Static position, used by group of students
,  ,  , 
*see existing inventories available by classroom
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APPENDIX H 
 
FOAM PROTOTYPE PHOTO SHOOTS 
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WOODEN PROTOTYPE CONSTRUCTION 
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APPENDIX J 
 
WOODEN PROTOTYPE PHOTO SHOOTS 
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